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Abstract
There are several automatic annotation systems for tennis matches currently
on the market in addition to several algorithms reported in the literature
without widespread real-world use. These solutions are based on diverse
technologies and require different resources to be deployed during their
installation and exploitation. In this bachelor’s thesis, we propose a
solution to perform tennis ball and player tracking, key event detection, and
annotation on medium-quality video recorded using a single fixed camera.
Existen en el mercado varios sistemas de etiquetado automático de partidos de
tenis, aśı como distintos algoritmos descritos en la literatura sin ningún uso
conocido en el mundo real. Estas soluciones se basan en diversas tecnoloǵıas
y requieren desplegar diferentes recursos para su instalación y explotación.
En este proyecto de final de grado, proponemos una solución para realizar
un tracking de la pelota y los jugadores de tenis, detectar los eventos clave
y generar las etiquetas de video correspondientes en videos de calidad media
grabados utilizando una única cámara fija.
Existeixen al mercat diversos sistemes d’etiquetatge automàtic de partits de
tenis, aix́ı com algorismes descrits a la literatura sense cap ús conegut al
món real. Aquestes solucions es basen en diverses tecnologies i requereixen
desplegar diferents recursos per a la seva instal·lació i explotació. En aquest
treball de final de grau, proposem una solució per a realitzar un tracking de
la pilota i els jugadors de tenis, detectar els esdeveniments clau i generar
les etiquetes de v́ıdeo corresponents amb v́ıdeos de qualitat mitjana gravats
utilitzant una única càmera fixa.
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1 Context
Tennis is one of the most widely spread sports on earth, practiced by millions
of players both professionally and recreationally. It is a highly technical sport
that relies on motor skills and body posture rather than physical strength.
Hence, video analysis is a useful tool for players to improve their performance,
as it allows them to have an objective observer and to get statistical data
about their game.
There are many sport video analysis tools on the market, like Nacsport
(Nacsport 2008), Longomatch (LongoMatch 2007), and ERIC Sports (ERIC
Sports 2007). These tools allow the user to annotate -to set a tag along a
video’s timeline- the events of interest on which the player wants a report in
a mild and specific manner.
However, the manual analysis requires a user to go through the entire match
while doing the annotations. This is an obstacle for those players -usually
amateur players- who can’t devote that much time to post-analysis nor can
they afford to hire a technician to do so.
Figure 1: Screenshot of ERICSports performing a tennis analysis.
In this scenario is where the idea of building a computer vision system that
could interpret the progress of the match without depending on a human
becomes more interesting. The final users of such a system are meant to be
recreational tennis players and academies’ trainers who do not need custom
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analysis to dedicate large amounts of time to them.
The company behind ERIC Sports is 1d3a -pronounced ‘idea’-. It was
founded in 2007 after contacts between top-level sports trainers and
professionals from the video world. Even though they had access to the
best tools at the time, they felt there was a lack of specialized software to
ease the specific tasks they needed to fulfill.
The company first got interested in this project back in 2014. They found out
that some trainers from elite academies refused to use video analysis tools
despite the demand, as it meant considerably more work for them. 1d3a
realized that reducing the amount of effort needed to get a report could be
the solution to introduce ERIC to this niche.
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2 Justification
Object tracking in videos and, particularly, tennis ball tracking have been
topics of interest in the field of Computer Science since the early 90s
(Bar-Shalom, Fortmann, and Cable 1990; Pingali, Jean, and Carlbom 1998)
due to their complexity and their appealing real-world applications.
There are several systems currently on the market that use different computer
vision algorithms and other technologies to interpret and extract data from
tennis matches. Nevertheless, given the characteristics of these solutions,
they have been designed for different purposes than ours.
In order to be considered adaptable to this project, a system needs to fulfill
certain conditions. First of all, it must gather data about both the ball and
the player to make all the annotations we want. It also needs to get positional
references for those. It is not sufficient to have any combination of these that
does not include the three of them.
Secondly, given the targeted customers, such a system needs to be as
affordable as possible to be viable. Consequently, solutions that have
installation costs over 3.000 USD should get discarded or, at least, be
regarded with great reservations.
The company intents to extend this tool in future projects to make it more
versatile and less dependent on the characteristics of input videos. They plan
to consider using any video recorded on any device in upcoming versions.
Thus, they want to focus the efforts on a single camera model.
2.1 Hawk-Eye
Hawk-Eye is by far the most famous of the existing tracking systems used
on tennis matches. It is a complex computer vision algorithm conceived to
track the trajectory of the ball, make line calls, and display the estimated
trajectory in a virtual reality clip (Owens, Harris, and Stennett 2003). It
was created to enhance sports coverage on TV, but due to its accuracy, it
was certified by the International Tennis Federation in 2004 (ITF Tennis
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- TECHNICAL 2019) as a second-opinion line calling system. Hawk-Eye
consists of 8 to 10 high-quality cameras, 10 to 12 computers, and requires very
careful calibration. The installation of the system costs about 60.000 USD
(Polceanu et al. 2018), which automatically disqualifies it for the purposes
1d3a has.
2.2 Foxtenn
Foxtenn (Foxtenn 2010) was created as a more accurate alternative to
Hawk-Eye (Gage 2013). It isn’t a solution that can be adapted to be used in
the context needed, as it can only analyze short clips of a match. It focuses
on extremely high precision for refereeing purposes instead of player data.
Foxtenn’s price and technological requirements also disqualify it from being
a viable system for non-professional players. Although the commercial price
has not been revealed yet, it uses over 40 high-resolution cameras recording
at ∼2500 fps backed by laser scanners (Rigueira 2017). Thus, the price can’t
be affordable for targeted users either.
2.3 Playsight and Mojjo
Playsight (PlaySight 2013) and Mojjo (Mojjo 2017) are discussed together
due to its functionality similarities. These are the commercial tools that
resemble the most with what this project aims to produce. Both systems
use computer vision algorithms to track the ball and the players in tennis
matches to extract statistical data from them. With some work on top, they
could likely be adapted to make video annotations.
However, these are not the optimal solution either, as their prices are still
out of the range for most of the potential users -∼10.000 USD for Playsight;
∼3.000 USD for Mojjo-.
Besides, both Playsight and Mojjo rely on multiple cameras to work -5 and
2, respectively-. 1d3a wants to focus the efforts on a single camera system




Other algorithms have been proposed in the literature. Most of them rely
on multiple cameras to achieve good results (Conaire et al. 2009), but also
some single-camera algorithms have been proposed (Yan, Christmas, and
Kittler 2005; Polceanu et al. 2018). Many algorithms exclusively employ
high-quality cameras so that blob tracking is enough to get good detections
(Pingali, Jean, and Carlbom 1998). In this project, we focus on medium to
low-quality cameras.
Figure 2: Results presentation of Hawk-Eye, Foxtenn, Playsight, and Mojjo
(Sources: Hawk-Eye 2020; Foxtenn 2010; PlaySight 2013; Mojjo 2017).
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3 Scope
In the context of tennis, the evolution of a match is defined by the interactions
of three types of elements:
• Players: Two players (we consider single matches only).
• Ball: Only one single ball can be in play at once.
• Court: It is described by its lines, which limit its areas.
We can simplify the interactions of these into some relevant key events such
as the ball being hit by a player, the ball bouncing on the court, or a serve
performed by a player. The ultimate goal of this project is to detect these
key events and to retrieve the available data about them.
It needs to be said that this project aims to produce an algorithm that can
be exploited to extract quality data from a given video. Nevertheless, it is
not expected to deliver a final algorithm that can work with any given video
of any match. Instead, it intends to be the first version of a work in progress.
Hence, for this project we set some requisites:
• Singles match: This project only took into consideration one-on-one
matches.
• Point of view: The input videos need to be recorded from behind the
baseline.
• Static camera: The input video camera needs to be static and to be
positioned a few meters over the ground.
• Concrete court: Match examples can only use concrete bicolor
courts.
Some other requisites were expected to be fulfilled too. However, these won’t
be listed within the project’s requirements for being considered the minimal
12
exigencies of tennis match rules. Among those, we can find having visible
court lines, the court having the official dimensions, following tennis game
rules, etc.
To successfully identify these key events, the proposed algorithm must
achieve three main goals:
• Calibrate the system
• Track the players
• Track the ball
Below these lines, we further define each goal, state why it is important for
the project, and list the sub-goals of which it consists. It might be of interest
to note that some sub-goals appear in more than one main goal and that
some sub-goals are complementary to others. It doesn’t mean that these
goals must be achieved separately at all, but that the operations made to
achieve them contribute to more than one objective of this project.
3.1 Calibrate the system
System calibration is vital for a successful resolution of the problem being
addressed. It responds to two different issues: the correction of the barrel
distortion of cameras -thus, the normalization of distances across the scene-,
and the initialization of the reference points. This calibration is done using
the tennis court. Tennis, unlike other sports, use standardized courts;
therefore, we can get the real dimensions of the lines we have in the video.
We also use this calibration to generate a detection mask and reduce the
execution time.
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The sub-goals of the calibration are:
• Get an empty background.
• Get the region of interest.
• Extract the line’s pixels.
• Transform these into geometric lines.
• Get the reference points.
• Obtain the calibration parameters.
• Correct the barrel distortion.
• Get the detection mask.
Figure 3: Example of a frame of a video with barrel distortion.
This goal has some related risks and obstacles. As it has already been said,
the distances and the position of the detected objects are calculated on top
of the distortion correction and the position approximation of the court lines.
This means that a bad court detection can jeopardize the entire precision of
the system.
A remarkable obstacle that can be found when detecting the court lines is
the existence of occlusions or shadows that might appear as gaps in the lines.
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Also, the existence of objects or noise might distort the appearance of the
lines, making it difficult to differentiate from one another.
Court detection is critical, as a bad calibration would endanger the reliability
of the whole system. That is why striking efforts are made to sanitize the
court detection as much as possible. However, this obstacle is not considered
to be a real threat to the deployment of the project, as having a clear court
is a very reasonable requisite for the tool to work correctly.
3.2 Track the players
Player tracking is needed to generate quality reports on each player. It is
used to identify each event with a person, which is important when evaluating
someone’s game. Depending on how good the tracking is, this output could
be used to retrieve more data about the player’s tennis style, posture or the
type of hit detected.
The sub-goals of the player tracking are:
• Get the player candidates (object detection).
• Identify correct candidates.
• Get gesture data.
When dealing with the players tracking, some obstacles may appear. The
first one is the players’ occlusion and overlapping. This issue could lead
to misidentification or the loss of a player. On the opposite side, we have
the situation in which an outsider appears in the scene, which can lead to
confusion. Perhaps, the biggest obstacle to be faced is the low quality of the
player in the upper half of the video, as the perspective difference leaves a
great resolution imbalance between both players.
Being unable to detect the players -even just one of them- could restrain
us from deploying the tool in the real world. Nevertheless, given the great
number of available tools to recognize people in images, this scenario is very
unlikely to occur.
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3.3 Track the ball
Of course, as we have previously said, this is the most important goal in
the project. The ball is a primary agent in all the key events in a tennis
match, therefore, a bad detection of the ball results in bad reports. Besides,
the ball can provide us with extra data on the game. Data such as speed
or trajectory can be added to the events to get high-quality reports. This is
also the hardest goal to achieve, as the ball moves very fast during a tennis
match and we have limited frames at our disposal. Advanced algorithms are
needed to complete and refine ball tracking.
The sub-goals of the ball tracking are:
• Get the ball candidates (object detection).
• Reduce false candidates.
• Remove players.
• Perform the trajectory abstraction.
• Estimate bounces, hits, and serves.
The tracking of the ball is likely the hardest problem to be solved. This goal
is very critical, as the whole system relies on its precision. It is also the most
vulnerable to obstacles.
The first hurdle that limits the available methods to track the ball is the
potential existence of more than one ball in the scene. Although tennis rules
state that only one ball can be in play, it would be possible to find some
static ball in the background. The problem of occlusion exists in this goal
too, as it happened with the players tracking. In addition to occlusion, there
might be a related situation in which the ball is overlapping a player. That
situation would likely result in an inability to detect the ball at all.
Due to the ball’s very reduced size, we find some extra handicaps caused
by how a video is recorded and stored. Video compression can introduce
noise into some frames that could lead a background extractor to identify
16
Figure 4: Example of a ball hit in a video.
inexistent objects. These false candidates are often also small and they
could be mistaken for the ball. Finally, the most discussed obstacle when
dealing with ball detection is caused by the speed of the ball itself. Very fast
objects are usually recorded into frames with large amounts of deformation
and blurriness. These issues are magnified by the reduced size of the ball.
This is the one true obstacle that could jeopardize the entire project. An
evaluation of the results obtained during the development of the project is
needed to better predict the importance of this obstacle.
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4 Methodology
Due to the visual dimension of this project, it is easy to be misled into
thinking that some system is better than some other based entirely on
subconscious bias. That is why it is so important to evaluate solutions with
objective methods only.
This project’s nature disqualifies it from using several computer science
methodologies. It is trying to find the optimal algorithm given many
functionality and time constraints. Hence, formal methodologies could not
be applied. Given these causes, following an experimental methodology was
the most reasonable way to go.
Different custom exhaustive experiments were carefully designed and
executed to decide how to proceed with the project and to prove the final
tool’s validity. Designing and developing a good testing tool can be as
laborious as designing the algorithm itself. Nevertheless, it was the only
way in which rigor could be assured. The experiments to be performed on
the different modules of the system consisted of -manually- generating the
desired results on each case, and comparing them to the actual result of the
tool.
Experiments had to be executed on several videos with different settings
to make sure the results could be generalized. Even though we had direct
access to one single camera, we had different sources of videos to feed the
experiments. Although it was needed, experiments dealing with many images
and videos take a longer time to be completed. This side effect had to be
taken into consideration during the project planning.
These tools had its limitations and weaknesses. First of all, manually
generating results takes a long time. Sometimes, it may take longer to
evaluate a module than to program it. Secondly, these tools often fail to
include some situations that can be encountered. That’s why they must be
very carefully designed to avoid these issues. Lastly, some characteristics are
difficult to evaluate objectively, so we had to ensure the extracted metrics
corresponded to what we aimed to obtain in all the settings in which the tool
is expected to work.
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Given the wide variety of features to be validated, many different evaluation
tools had to be developed. In some cases, fragments of code could be reused
from one program to another. The criteria used to assess the quality of
each aspect of this project were very diverse. Thus, it would not make sense
to describe and discuss all of them in this section, without their context.




There were several resources -both material and human- that have been
required during the different tasks. In this subsection we briefly define the
most important resources that took part in this project. Other negligible
resources such as office supplies have not been taken into account in this
subsection. Those are clustered into the ’Office’ generic cost along with rent.
CV Engineer (person)
It was the only human resource that directly worked on this project. The CV
engineer has been in charge of doing all the tasks that cannot be automatized
as well as designing and planning the project itself. The author of this
Bachelor’s Thesis took this role throughout the whole project.
2012 15” Macbook Pro (computer)
It was the main computer in which the project was developed. Even when
the processing was computed in secondary machines like the Colab processes,
this computer was the main interface between the processes and the CV
engineer. This computer consists of a 2,3 GHz Intel i7 processor, two 8 GB
DDR3 RAMs and a NVIDIA GeForce GT 650M 512 MB running MacOS
10.14.6. The information about it is further discussed in Section 7.
Dahua IPC-HFW5431EP-Z (camera)
It was the camera used to perform specific tests. We had access to this
camera installed in a real tennis court. Even though we only did have direct
access to this camera, it wasn’t the only video source we counted on, as we
had plenty of example videos recorded on different cameras.
Colab instance (Colab)
Google makes remote machine available for non-production means. These
computers have very powerful GPUs available to speed up processes. This
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made them perfect for us to execute extensive evaluations on many computers
at the same time as they are equal one another and faster than the main
computer used on this project. To shorten the text within summary tables,
we often refer to Colab instances as just Colabs.
Calibration pattern (pattern)
A calibration pattern is a shape or image that can be automatically
recognized by OpenCV to calibrate cameras. We got a chessboard pattern
printed in foam that would allow us to experiment with calibration
procedures and models.
In the following table, we estimate the hourly cost of the resources used in
the tasks. When estimating human resources, the cost corresponds to the
worker’s hourly salary. In the case of depreciable assets, costs were estimated
as its amortization. Non-depreciable assets that belong to a specific task were
estimated by their entire cost on the task budget.
The CV engineer cost corresponds the hourly study assistance specified in
the internship agreement between UPC and 1d3a to do this project. Google’s
Colab is free for non-production means. The other costs were estimated as
the price of those products at the moment of their purchase.
Resource Total cost Lifespan Hourly cost
CV Engineer - - 8 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 1.927,00 e 20.000 h ∼0,10 e
Dahua IPC-HFW5431EP-Z 180,00 e 25.000 h ∼0,01 e
Colab instance 0,00 e - 0,00 e
Calibration pattern 5,50 e - -
Table 1: Tasks’ resources estimated costs.
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5.2 Task description
In order to achieve the goals in this project, we reduced the work to a series
of small tasks to be completed. These tasks are listed in a logical sequential
order. However, even though the tasks were completed in this order to get a
consistent progress, not all tasks were really dependent on the previous ones.
Even though all tasks have an estimated completion time, in some cases this
can be misleading. Some of them were automatized to be executed without
human intervention and they did not block their resources for the entirety of
the task.
t-0: Documentation
This task has been carried out through the entire project. It includes all those
subtasks focused on documenting the planning, execution, and experiments
of this project, as well as writing this very same memory.
t-1: Assess different tools and libraries
Before starting the project, different options for the developing of it were
assessed to choose the most adequate one. We pondered the advantages of
some languages and libraries over other ones.
t-2: Implement a basic video iteration algorithm
We implemented a basic video frame iteration algorithm using the chosen
language and the chosen library for this to become the future core of the
system being developed.
t-3: Evaluate GMG, MOG2, TAF, and combinations of those.
Godbehere-Matsukawa-Goldberg (GMG; Godbehere, Matsukawa, and
Goldberg 2012), Mixture of Gaussians (MOG/MOG2; Zivkovic 2004) and
the Temporal Average Filter (TAF; Le, Do, and Hamamoto 2016) are
three background subtraction algorithms. We applied GMG and MOG2
background subtraction algorithms on the videos. We also implemented our
own TAF algorithm to subtract the background based on image averaging.
We formally evaluated the quality of these and combinations of these by
developing a custom evaluation tool.
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t-4: Test shadow extraction methods
We tested different shadow detection methods of the library to try to separate
the detected objects from its shadows.
t-5: Create a combined display window to visually check algo-
rithm’s steps
We changed the way the program output the results to be able to see different
steps of the algorithm at the same time. This allowed us to detect bugs and
malfunctioning much easier.
t-6: Display object candidates with information about them
The candidates resulting from the previous steps was displayed in a way that
allowed the observer to differentiate them. Some information -size or aspect
ratio- about them was displayed on top.
t-7: Evaluate the parameter’s impact on morphological transfor-
mation
Using the same tool created to evaluate the background subtraction, we
evaluated how positive the impact of morphological transformations with
different configurations was.
t-8: Test and evaluate YOLO detection system
We executed YOLO on several example videos to get an estimated execution
time ratio and the quality of the results it returned.
t-9: Test and evaluate Deeplab’s already-trained models
We executed several DeepLab trained models on several example videos to
get an estimated execution time ratio of each, and to get the quality of the
results they returned. To evaluate the image segmentation we used the same
tool developed for the candidates evaluation.
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t-10: Evaluate OpenPose’s optimal configuration and optimal video
modifications.
We had to develop a brand new tool for the evaluation of OpenPose, given
the different output this tool provides. We executed this tool with several
videos, several OpenPose configurations, and many video modifications to
get the optimal way of executing it and the estimated time it needs.
t-11: Evaluate white pixel extractions on RGB, YCrCb, LAB and
HSV color models
We evaluated wich color model was the most convenient to perform white
pixel subtraction on the example videos and the parameters to do so.
t-12: Create a court mask using the court coloring
Using the blue and green colors of the tennis courts -which was a requisite
of this project-, we proceeded to automatically generate masks for the white
pixel subtraction.
t-13: Test Harris Corners detection
We applied the Harris Corners detection algorithm on the white pixels
extracted to detect the corners of the court.
t-14: Test Line Segment Detector (LSD)
We applied the Line Segment Detector on the white pixels extracted to get
small segments corresponding to sub-segments of the lines’ borders.
t-15: Implement the Line Segment clustering algorithm
We designed and implemented a clustering criteria and algorithm to group
the line segments into the separate court lines they belong to.
t-16: Implement the Line Averaging algorithm (Polyline generator)
Taking the clusters from the previous task, we implemented an algorithm
that to transform those into the average polylines that would aproximate the
court lines.
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t-17: Calibrate the camera and correct its distortion
Taking the intersections of the different polylines, we obtained the relevant
points of the court of which we knew the real-world 3D coordinates. Using
those, we calibrated the camera and corrected the distortion on the video
frames.
t-18: Create masks automatically
Using the calibration parameters, we projected some real-world points into
the image to build some useful clipping masks that would be used to limit
the detection areas and to extract sub-videos.
t-19: Identify player candidates
Using the most adequate system according to the results of the experiments
done, we added the player detection system to the algorithm and we identified
each player using position tracking.
t-20: Prepare player events data set
We prepared a reliable, precise and wide data set containing the labels and
features for a wide variety of real-video gestures performed by players.
t-21: Implement different feature extraction methods
We implemented operations to apply certain transformations, enhancements
and changes as to extract the features to feed to different Machine Learning
(ML) algorithms.
t-22: Train models and refine results
We trained different ML models using different combinations of the
parameters of the previous task. We compared the quality metrics of those
and finally chose a final extraction method.
t-23: Implement the classification method
We included the chosen extraction method and the ML algorithm into our
pipeline to produce the definitive classification method.
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t-24: Test RANSAC for trajectory abstraction
Limiting frame ranges between bounces and hits using the obtained labels, we
implemented our own version of the RANSAC algorithm to detect candidates
following a parabolic trajectory to estimate the real trajectory of the ball.
t-25: Evaluate ball recognition
Using a test set, we evaluated the quality of the ball recognition obtained
with the previous tasks.
t-26: Detect ball bounces
We obtained the aproximate intersections of the ball trajectories and we
marked them as the ball bounces.
t-27: Annotate key events in the video
We exported the relevant events as video annotations.
5.3 Time estimation and Gantt chart
In this subsection, we discuss the time estimation for each task, the
resources used, and the whole time planning of this project. We include
the estimated time each step took to be completed. However, some of them
were automatized so that human interaction wouldn’t be needed during the
totality of its execution. This allowed a greater level of resource efficiency
and overlapping in time.
Resources in this table have already been introduced in Table 1 and were
used to calculate the tasks budget.
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# Name Duration Depen. Resources
t-0 Documentation 1.050 hours -
1 person
1 computer










t-3 Evaluate GMG, MOG2, TAF,









t-5 Create a combined display





t-6 Display object candidates






























t-11 Evaluate white pixel
extractions on RGB, YCrCb,










t-13 Test Harris Corners detection 6 hours 11
1 person
1 computer





t-15 Implement the Line Segment
clustering algorithm
55 hours 13, 14
1 person
1 computer












t-18 Create masks automatically 3 hours 17
1 person
1 computer
t-19 Identify player candidates 35 hours 18
1 person
1 computer
t-20 Prepare player events data set 75 hours 19
1 person
1 computer
t-21 Implement Machine Learning













t-24 Test RANSAC for trajectory
abstraction
70 hours 22, 23
1 person
1 computer
t-25 Evaluate ball recognition 30 hours 24
1 person
1 computer










































Evaluate GMG, MOG2 and TAF
Test shadow extraction
Combined display






Create a court mask
Test Harris corners
Test Line Segment Detection
Line Segment clustering
Line averaging algorithm
Calibrate camera and correct distortion
Create masks automatically
Identify players












Below these lines, we break down the project’s direct costs task by task.
These costs have been calculated according to the resources used on each
task, the usage time of the given resources during the completion of each
task, and the hourly cost of each resource as it was stated in the resources
subsection above. We only include the resulting cost for each task and not
the expanded costs. Such detail can be found in Appendix A.
Some resources may have been shared simultaneously by multiple tasks.
However, given that we did not know the real level of task parallelization
we would be able to achieve due to work schedules, we decided not to
apportion the hourly cost of material resources among the tasks. Unlikely,
documentation costs (t-0) have only been taken into account for the period
in which it was expected to be carried out on its own. This decision was
































CPA Total 7.566,71 e
Table 3: Tasks budget summary (extended costs in Appendix A).
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5.5 Generic costs
In this subsection, we estimate the generic costs associated with the project’s
implementation. As the resources employed have been assessed by task, we
only include electricity, water, and the office’s expenses in this category.
These have been accounted for the whole office. Nevertheless, the company
worked on several projects at the same time, that’s why these should be
fractioned as 1/14. This scale responds to the ratio of employees in the office
working on this project -1 out of 14-. This way, an estimation of the impact of
this project on those costs is obtained. These monthly costs are consequently
multiplied by the duration of the project to obtain the generic costs.
Concept Office monthly cost Estimated generic cost
Electricity 211,89 e 181,62 e
Water 51,84 e 44,43 e
Office (rent) 1.312,50 e 1.125,00 e
Total 1.576,23 e 1.351,05 e
Table 4: Summary of the generic costs.
5.6 Risk management
Below these lines, we list the alternative tasks that would be carried out to
bypass impediments that may appear during the project.
alt-1 (in t-4): Inability to subtract shadows from candidates
As we anticipated in the initial plan, we concluded that no method was
satisfying enough after having tried several shadow subtraction methods.
Fortunately, this obstacle was not critical. We never contemplated additional
tasks to make up for this obstacle. Instead, the following tasks t-19 - t-22
were required to handle more candidates and to be more accurate. Although
the implementation time of the following tasks was not heavily impacted, we
did need to commit more time to evaluation procedures to guarantee that no
interference would take place. No concerns resulted from this obstacle due
to the high precision the player detection tool reported.
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alt-2 (in t-8 - t-10): Bad human detection
We anticipated the potential problem of not getting good enough results from
any of the human detection tools we tested. This impediment would have
been critical, as it would have made it impossible to complete the project.
As we discuss later in this document, the obstacle was successfully avoided.
Given the state of the art, we assumed a low risk for this restriction. The
alternative tasks we planned would have consisted of trying other human
detection tools. Each additional task would have added around 50 hours to
the total duration of the project.
alt-3 (in t-15): Bad line clustering
Achieving a satisfactory line clustering algorithm was crucial to get a quality
calibration of the court. The resulting court points would have been
unreliable if we hadn’t reached the accuracy expected. We introduced a
prevision to restart task t-15 all over again to avoid this problem. This alt-3
would have required the same resources, but it would have added 3/4 of the
duration of the task. This restart would have been done until we had got a
satisfactory result. However, as it is discussed in its corresponding section,
the results were satisfying and this alternative task was not necessary.
alt-4 (in t-17): Inability to correct the distortion
This potential obstacle was critical, as the inability to calibrate the camera
and to correct the distortion could have jeopardized the entire project. The
alternative job to be done if task t-17 hadn’t been completed successfully
would have been to pre-calibrate each camera using a calibration pattern.
This action would have been done for each camera individually. Even though
the project length and the resources needed during the development would
not have changed, there would have been an outstanding impact on the
deployment phase. Yet, we were able to complete t-17 successfully, as we
expected.
alt-5 (in t-21 - t-23): Low precision on hit detection
During the initial project planning, we were unsure of whether the hit
detection quality would be high enough at the first attempt. We conceived
a procedure to target the issue and make changes to our datasets to increase
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the quality metrics. We considered resampling and extending our dataset as
potential actions to be carried out. After doing the first analysis, we found
out this was, indeed, the case. We had to perform this alternative task in
order to correct it.
alt-6 (in t-24 - t-26): Low precision on bounce detection
As it happened regarding the hit detection, we were unsure of whether we
would be able to obtain a good enough bounce detection. This obstacle could
be due to any of the ball-handling phases of our system, but its consequences
would all drive us to a poor annotation accuracy. The way to handle this
issue would be to try alternative algorithms to discern the ball from false
candidates. This task would have added time consumption of the same
resources used in tasks t-24 - t-26. Fortunately, adapting the algorithm
parameters was enough to achieve satisfactory results and we did not need
to do further work.
In the following table we estimate the potential cost of these risks. Using the
same mechanism and resource costs used for the tasks budget, we calculated
it for these alternative ones along the initial risk related to them.
Alt. task Resource Cost
alt-1
Total 242,89 e
Budget total (risk=50%) 121,45 e
alt-2
Total 404,82 e
Budget total (risk=10%) 40,48 e
alt-3
Total 202,41 e
Budget total (risk=10%) 20,24 e
alt-4
Total 8,00 e
Budget total (risk=20%) 1,60 e
alt-5
Total 574,45 e
Budget total (risk=40%) 229,78 e
alt-6
Total 1.214,45 e
Budget total (risk=30%) 364,34 e
Risks total Total 777,88 e
Table 5: Alternative tasks budget summary (extended costs in Appendix B).
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5.7 Budget summary
In Table 6, we display the total budget summary according to the tasks,
generic costs, and risks we have discussed in the previous subsections. The
corresponding budgetary contingency has been added to the estimation, as
well.
Concept Amount
CPA Total 7.566,71 e
GC Total 1.351,05 e
Total Costs 8.917,76 e
Contingency 1.783,55 e
Total Costs + Contingency 1.0701,31 e
Risks total 777,88 e
TOTAL 11.479,19 e
Table 6: Budget summary (Extended CPA and Risks totals are in Tables 3
and 5).
5.8 Budget control
Budget estimations were updated after each task to achieve proper budget
control. Among the actions carried out, we find: reflecting the real amount
of hours dedicated to each, adding secondary tasks that appeared, and
re-evaluating risks. At the end of this project, risks could have been
accounted for as regular tasks instead of risk previsions. However, we decided




The sustainability matrix is a tool to display the results of the analysis of
this project in three blocks:
• The project put into production (PPP), which refers to the
development of the project.
• The exploitation, which lasts from the moment in which the project
has been deployed until it has been dismantled.
• The risks, which are all those inconveniences and unexpected results
the project could have during its construction, deployment, life and
dismantling.
Each of these blocks was evaluated in three dimensions as well:
environmental, economic and social. To evaluate those, we assigned a score
from -25 to 25.
PPP Exploitation Risks
Environmental 20 -20 25
Economic 25 20 20
Social 22 18 10
Semitotal 67 18 55
Total 140
Table 7: Sustainability matrix.
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6.2 Project put into production
Environmental
As we did to calculate the cost of the tasks in the project, we calculated the
energy usage on each task according to the resources used, for how long, and
their power (kW). The times used to perform the calculations were the same
used on appendix A.
In this section we only show a summary table containing the total energy
































Table 8: Tasks’ energy cosumption summary.
The energy efficiency in this project is very high. All the tasks have been as
automatized as possible to reduce human resources usage. Also, the resources
that use the highest power are the Colab accounts -∼0,5 kW each-, but these
are used in tasks that make up the difference only. This happens because
when executing very long tasks using several Colab instances reduces the
execution time dramatically.
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This project does not use any other energy source than regular electricity.
Consequently, we can estimate this project’s carbon print due to the
electricity production. Using the Spanish Conversion Grid obtained from UK
National Energy Foundation 2017 we measured that it had an approximated
carbon print of 177,5 kg for a total of 643 kWh of electricity (electric energy).
None of the resources listed ended up being superfluous, as all of them -and
their usage- were instrumental in completing the project.
Hence, we think the PPP environmental cell corresponds with a 20 in the
scale.
Economic
To calculate the economic dimension of the PPP we used the CPA cost
calculated for the budget of the project (7.566,71 e), which constists of the
material resources and the human resources used. We have to add the cost
of the energy used by the electronic resources, which corresponds to 12,79 e,
or a total of 7.579,50 e.
Resource Power Hours Energy Cost
2012 15” Macbook Pro 0,09 kW 1.255 hours 107 kWh 12,78 e
Dahua IPC-HFW5431EP-Z 0,01 kW 6 hours 0 kWh 0,01 e
Total - - 107 kWh 12,79 e
Table 9: Electronic resources’ consumption cost.
We took some measures to minimize these costs, such as executing large
operations in Colab instances or using open source programs and tools to
complete it. Quantifying the savings of using open source tools would be
difficult, given that we did not consider any specifics. Otherwise, it is
easy to account for the savings of employing Google Colab using the same
budget methodology. Taking the computational power differences and the
task durations into account, we saved up to 5.106,55 e.
The final cost of the project has been higher than what was initially budgeted.
The causes were some duration underestimations and some changes in the
original plan. However, all these changes were corrected during following the
budget control provisions.
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Given the innovative technologies that are used in this project and the
complex techniques required to carry it out, the economic cost of this project
is minimal. Due to it, the score of the economic dimension of the PPP shall
be consquently high We finally decided to rate it with a score of 20, given
the cost/gain ratio.
Social
This project has been an opportunity to put into practice many skills and
knowledge learned during the bachelor’s degree. It has also made us work in
some areas of Computer Science that hadn’t been tackled during our years
at the Barcelona School of Informatics. Having the chance to fully design,
manage, and develop an entire engineering project has been an excellent form




The need this project aims to solve is currently solved by technicians or
players doing their own analysis. Thus, the environmental difference between
the current scenario and the project’s output should be the difference between
a person doing the analysis with a computer or the computer doing it itself.
This difference cannot be calculated as absolute magnitude, as it depends on
the real usage of the product. Instead, we make a relative comparison.
An analysis of a 1-hour video would currently be done in real-time, which
means an energy consumption of ∼0,2 kWh. The execution times we are
currently working with are about 10x the real length of the video. This
gives us an electricity consumption of ∼0,9 kWh. This difference is a relative
increment of 450%. When measuring the carbon print the balance is even
more dramatic, with an increase of 900%.
Obviously, this differences are not positive, environmentally speaking. Thus,
the score that the exploitation of this project deserves environmentally is a
-20 in my opinion. The balance is clearly bad, but it is not wild at all.
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Economic
Two current solutions are relevant alternatives from an economic point of
view. The first one is what has already been discussed in the previous
section. The second one, are other automatic tracking systems currently
on the market. We discuss these in Section 2 (Owens, Harris, and Stennett
2003; Foxtenn 2010; PlaySight 2013; Mojjo 2017).
When doing an analysis manually, human resources -the technician’s salary-
take up to ∼99% of the total cost. We stated that our solution carries out the
process in about 10x the time, which means 10x the computer and electricity
costs. However, the resulting economic spent is still ∼90% less than the
original one. This would be an impressive economic gain for those who use
manual analysis today.
On the other side, we have the current automatic tools. We don’t know yet
what the market price of this solution would be. However, we know that the
installation cost of it would be < 275 USD, whereas the current tools’ cost
is between 60.000 USD (Polceanu et al. 2018) and 3.000 USD (Mojjo 2017).
This difference provides us with a big range to offer a significantly lower price
while having important profit margins.
In both cases, our solution offers important economic savings to our potential
clients. Thus, we rated the economic exploitation with a 25.
Social
Tennis video analysis is a useful tool for players to improve their performance,
as it allows them to have an objective observer and to get statistical data
about their game. The use of these tools has increased in the last years due
to the spread of cheap and powerful electronic devices.
However, due to the time and economic requirements, these solutions are only
available to a small subset of all the tennis players who could benefit from
it. This excludes most amateur players. The lower price and fewer device
requisites that this system would offer could bring this kind of technology to
that group of people.
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This project does not aim to be a flawless detection tool as others do. This
characteristic, along with the quality metrics we got, make this project fit for
amateur players, as it allows them to save hours of work while still getting
results. We estimated that no group would be adversely affected, as this tool
is not targeted for professional clients. Thus, analysis technicians would not
feel any impact.
Because of it, we rated the social aspect of the exploitation with an 18.
6.4 Risks
Environmental
Being the result of our project an algorithm, few unforeseen events could
negatively affect its ecological footprint. The fact that this is a highly
specific system with a reduced target group makes it unrealistic to think of
unexpectedly large electricity consumption as a consequence of this project.
Therefore, this dimension should be rated with the maximum score due to
this lack of risks.
Economic
There is one single risk that should be taken into account to guarantee the
viability of this project. The tennis sector has proven to be very reticent to
technological advances. Nevertheless, this market characteristic may be one
of the strongest points our project has. As we discussed in Section 1, this
project was born to avoid users from using complex analysis applications,
and to remove time constraints.
Keeping these positive market analysis in mind, while still maintaining a
certain level of skepticism, we decided to rate this dimension with a 20.
Social
This project does not have risks for the user. ERIC Sports -the program
meant to import and work with the annotations resulting from our system-
allows users to export their data to different formats. This way, former users
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would be able to migrate their data if they ever decided to use alternative
software, avoiding artificial dependencies. Users would also be able to make
their analysis manually, as many tennis players do.
The group that is vulnerable to potential risk is the analysis technicians. As
we already discussed, this tool does not aim to substitute their work and
both options should be targeted for different purposes. However, the risk of
some organizations and professionals thinking that the precision level does
not make up for the cost of hiring a technician exists. This situation could
lead to some technicians losing workload or even losing their jobs. This is a
side effect that should be taken into account. Because of these reasons, we
believe this dimension should be rated with a 10.
6.5 Summary
The sustainability matrix shows how this project has a positive impact
on each aspect analyzed in this report but on environmental exploitation.
However, this project has a positive impact overall. Environmental
sustainability is not about using the least energy all cost, but about using
energy efficiently and responsibly. In this case, the benefits make up for the
electricity usage increase, as the social and economic gains are big and the
energy used is still reasonable.
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7 Project environment
This project has been developed using Python 3.7.4 and OpenCV 3.4.5 as
the main developing tools. Other auxiliary Python libraries were used in the
development too, as well as C++ to extend Python.
The machine used during the development and the execution of the tests was
a 2012 15” MacBook Pro with the following specifications:
Operating System macOS Mojave (10.14.6)
CPU Intel Core i7 (2,3 GHz, 8 cores)
RAM 16 GB (DDR3)
GPU Nvidia GeForce GT 650M (512 MB)
Table 10: System specifications
The other execution resources that are mentioned in this memory are the
Colab Instances. Google Colab is a free cloud service based on Jupyter
Notebooks that support free GPU for non-commercial means. This tool was
very useful to speedup the execution of big test executions. The specifications
of the Colab machines were:
Operating System Ubuntu Bionic Beaver (18.04.3)
CPU Intel Xeon (2,2 GHz, 2 cores)
RAM 12,72 GB
GPU Nvidia Tesla k80 (24 GB) / Nvidia T4 (16 GB)
Table 11: Colab system specifications
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8 System summary
Figure 6 summarizes the system’s logical pipeline. Each node represents a
particular task (or step) performed by the algorithm while each solid arrow
represents a dependency between them. Besides, dashed arrows symbolize
undirect dependencies on prior nodes that were relevant to be brought to
attention.
The diagram also includes several blue dotted titled boxes. These group
tasks that are tightly related, pursue a common goal or are simply better
understood together.
In the following pages, we deepen into the system’s functioning by devoting
one section to each task group or independent task -those tasks which are














































Figure 6: Diagram summarizing the functioning of the system.
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9 Calibration
The camera was first invented in the 1820s. However, it wasn’t until the
introduction of cheap pinhole cameras in the late 20th century that they
became a regular item in our everyday lives. These cameras later transitioned
into the digital ones we use today, but they still maintained an inconvenient
characteristic that comes with this cheapness: notable distortion.
Luckily enough, whereas data loss from other aberrations such as blur is
permanent, this issue can be corrected with some remapping after calculating
certain constants.
Correcting these distortions is crucial for computer vision applications,
not doing it would likely result in imprecise position and dimensional
abstractions.
Figure 7: Representation of the pinhole camera model (Camera Calibration
and 3D Reconstruction — OpenCV 2.4.13.7 documentation 2020).
In the pinhole camera model, the image is generated by projecting a series of
3D points into a plane. If a given 3D world point is denoted by M = [X, Y, Z]
and its 2D projected point is m = [u, v], we represent their augmented vectors
-essentially, adding a 1 to them- as M̃ and m̃. Then, the relationship between
them (Zhang 2000) is defined as:
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sm̃ = A[R|t]M̃
where s is a scale factor, R and t are the rotation and translation parameters
and A is the matrix containing the intrinsic camera parameters, defined as:
A =
α γ u00 β v0
0 0 1






α γ u00 β v0
0 0 1
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Nevertheless, we need to add the aforementioned distortions to this
theoretical camera model to accurately represent our camera. That is, getting
the k1, ..., kn radial distortion coefficients and the p1, p2 tangential distortion
coefficients.
Distortion is then compensated using a map calculated from those parameters
to apply a geometrical transformation to the frames. This transformation
-also known as remap- computes the new values of the pixels using a given
interpolation method.
In the next subsections, we discuss the steps followed to obtain the needed
parameters.
9.1 Initialize background
The camera and court calibration is a critical step to achieve satisfactory
results. As it is already stated in the scope of the project, this system is
meant to be used in static camera settings only.
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Given the firm’s plans to do future developments to the tool, it would be
positive to build a calibration system that can be partially used in non-static
camera scenarios too. However, we did this while still maintaining the focus
on maximizing quality on this project.
Thus, obtaining the most precise data possible is the optimal approach to
avoid errors. When tackling court detection, that data means removing all
the occlusions we can before running the recognition algorithm.
We resolved to use the same background subtraction method in this module
than in the rest of the project. Nevertheless, we do not mean to get into
details of how it works nor how it was chosen by now. Those topics are
included in the following -and more pertinent- sections. The background
subtraction algorithm should be initialized at this point to obtain the first
background.
Figure 8: Example of a background obtained from an example video.
9.2 White pixel extraction
Once the data is ready, the first step to recognize the court is to extract those
pixels that represent the lines. Since the lines must always be white, some
sort of white pixel extractor should be used for this purpose.
We must take into consideration that the lines do not always look purely
white in the videos due to diverse possible causes.
In the calibration module that we propose, these obstacles are saved by
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applying a threshold to the lightness channel of the background image in the
HSL color model (Nishad and Manicka Chezian 2013).
Figure 9: Desired and obtained results, respectively. Note that a mask is yet
to be applied to the latter.
This approach has proved to be the most effective and consistent of all the
different color models and extraction methods we have tested. It was chosen
by comparing outputs with the desired results to measure the accuracy.
Given that this system is expected to be used in blue-and-green courts
only, we decided to use the -majorly- uniform colors of the concrete along a
morphological dilation to filter the white pixels within the court.
9.3 Segment detection
We need to transform the white pixels extracted from the image into
geometric features to be able to work and operate with them. To do it, we
use the Line Segment Detector algorithm (Grompone von Gioi et al. 2012),
also known as LSD.
LSD is a linear-time algorithm to detect locally straight contours on any given
image with very high accuracy. LSD looks for contours by checking for fast
gray level changes in the different areas of the picture. Thus, a thresholded
image is a great input for the Line Segment Detector algorithm.
We must emphasize the importance of obtaining small segments from LSD.
Even though we look for real-world straight lines, the ones in the video
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rarely are. This phenomenon happens due to barrel distortion. By collecting
smaller segments, we get a more accurate approximation of the curves.
In Figure 10, we see the segments detected by the LSD highlighted in colors.
Figure 10: Segments detected by the LSD.
9.4 Line Clustering
We need to group the segments according to their belonging to a certain line
as the first step to transform them into the geometric court lines. In short,
we need to cluster the segments into court lines.
We decided to use a connectivity-based clustering algorithm to achieve this
goal. Our algorithm uses angle difference, segment-to-line distance, and
segment-to-segment distance as the connectivity criteria. This method has
been designed following robust geometric features to dodge issues regarding
occlusions, parallel positioning, and sharp barrel distortion.
The threshold values of the connectivity criteria have been established
through experimentation to assure accurate clustering on real videos. Given
the characteristics of our cameras, a reliable clustering should be obtained in
most alike commercial recording devices too.
In addition to the clustering, we decided to apply a length filtering to remove
noise.
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Figure 11: Detected segments before and after the clustering.
9.5 Model fitting
Tennis, unlike other sports like rugby or football -association football, soccer-,
has completely standardized courts. This characteristic makes it easier to fit
the court model with the data we have.
First of all, to complete this step, we need to transform the clusters of
segments into the continuous, average polylines they define. Due to the
higher efficiency of the algorithm and the minimal difference of the results,
we determined we would calculate an estimate rather than the exact mean.
We created an algorithm that uses auxiliary secant lines for this purpose.
On average, given the results of the clustering algorithm we discussed above,
this approach gives us a very high accuracy. From now on, we refer to these
lines we obtained as the court polylines.
Figure 12: Close look to the averaging algorithm results.
After that, we use their relative positioning -whether they are vertical or
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horizontal, and their order in terms of position- to assign one court polyline
to each expected court line.
Figure 13: Average lines obtained from the clusters blended with the
background.
9.6 Camera Calibration
Thanks to the libraries we are using, there is no need for us to calculate
all the parameters enumerated at the beginning of the calibration section.
Instead, OpenCV provides us with functions to estimate their values using an
algorithm based on Zhang 2000 (Camera Calibration and 3D Reconstruction
— OpenCV 2.4.13.7 documentation 2020).
We need to pass a set of 3D points and their corresponding 2D projection
to the function to carry out the camera calibration. We already know all
the world-space coordinates of all the points in the court, as the court
is a standard. However, we can only accurately obtain the image-space
coordinates of the corners and line intersections. Otherwise, the distortion
and perspective could mislead us. Hence, these are the points we need to
get.
To obtain the junctions, we first have to transform the polylines into infinite
polylines. This way, we make sure they intersect into each other rather than
falling short. Once this has been completed, we can get the 16 points we will
refer to as the relevant points.
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Figure 14: Infinite polylines.
Passing these and their respective real-world coordinates to the library allows
us to obtain the rotation, translation, and intrinsic camera parameters.
OpenCV returns, as well, the eight coefficients with which its distortion
model works.
Figure 15: The 16 relevant points obtained.
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10 Mask generation
Computer vision applications are costly in terms of computational power.
Thus, to save resources, it is often a good measure to exclude some areas
where it is known that nothing of interest would ever occur. It can also be
useful, for certain operations, to magnify areas of high relevance. Masks can
be used for these two purposes.
We are going to use three main masks in this project: player area A, player
area B, and playing field. The three of them are generated by combining 2D
geometry and point projection.
We have certain points in world-space coordinates that we want to locate
within the image. After projecting them using the parameters obtained from
the camera calibration, some operations are performed to obtain the final
polygons that define the mask.
Figure 16: Player area A and player area B as polyhedra.
In Figure 16, we can see two representations of the world-space polyhedra
that delimit the player area A and player area B masks. These solids comprise
the minimal space that includes each player’s body in the vast majority of
the frames.
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Figure 17: Playing field mask applied to the corrected background.
Likewise, the playing field mask, shown in Figure 17, filters the overwhelming




To compensate the barrel distortion on frames, we need to remap their pixels
using the corresponding calibration parameters. OpenCV provides users with
pre-built functions to perform such remapping easily and efficiently.
Remapping every frame in the video has its cost -linear in terms of frame
size and video length-, but it is not something we can skip if we intend to
obtain quality results.
In OpenCV, this process uses bilinear interpolation to compose the new
image, which in some cases can lead to data loss. However, we have
not experienced any issue regarding the loss of relevant candidates due to
distortion correction during the tests.
Figure 18: Distorted and corrected images, respectively.
Even though compensating distortion on every frame may be costly and
lead to light data loss, it is a necessary operation to guarantee the correct
functioning of most computer vision applications. Distortion needs to be




We need to extract or detect the tennis ball and the players in the frames to
track them through the video. We also need to be able to classify them and
to get data from them. Therefore, this project must have a method to tell
the objects apart from the background in the scene.
Foreground detection is the task in Computer Vision that intends to solve
this issue. Background subtraction is a widely used approach to achieve
foreground detection. In this method, objects are detected by obtaining the
difference between each frame and their reference image, often called the
background image.
In this section, we discuss the background subtraction method used in this
project as well as the transformations applied to the results.
12.1 Background subtraction
All the objects we want to detect share a key characteristic: they move and
they do it fast enough so that we can appreciate a noticeable difference from
frame to frame. This property is very positive for accumulative background
subtraction methods. These techniques use subsets of frames to compute the
reference images.
We assessed several algorithms and combinations of those. We ran exhaustive
experiments to get metrics of their detection quality and we compared
them. The experiment consisted of comparing the input frames with their
respective manually generated test frames. These test frames -created using
an image edition software- allow us to differentiate among the types of objects
in the scene. Percentages are calculated using pixel-to-pixel differences,
while candidate numbers are the result of counting the resulting connected
components -both right and wrong-.
We quickly came to the conclusion that the right choice for our project
was the Temporal Average Filter (Le, Do, and Hamamoto 2016), given its
effectiveness. This procedure calculates the average value for each pixel using
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a bigger set of frames. It is very powerful for fast-moving objects with very
static backgrounds. However, the Temporal Average Filter -from now on,
TAF- is rather costly in terms of space and time.
Figure 19: Representation of the Temporal Average Filter.
Because of these costs, we pondered whether using the MOG2 algorithm
(Zivkovic 2004) -the second most accurate method according to our
experiments- would pay off. This algorithm combines a variable number
Gaussian distributions to model the pixels. In them, the weight of each pixel
represents the amount of time each color stays on that pixel. Hence, when a
weight is low, that pixel corresponds to the foreground.
However, a deeper comparison between these two algorithms left no space
for doubts about the adequacy of TAF to grant the detection of the tennis
ball.
12.2 Court masking
Before processing the information we extracted from the frame, we needed
to discard all those pointless regions of the image that would be pure noise.
To do it, we straightforwardly applied the playing field mask obtained before
to the resulting frames of the TAF. This mask turns pixels outside of it to
black. Therefore, those pixels are regarded as part of the background and
are not taken into account when extracting candidates.
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12.3 Morphological transformation
Even the results of the most precise background subtraction methods may
contain imperfections. Morphological transformations are simple operations
based on the shapes within an image (Morphological Image Processing 2020)
that intend to correct or soften those defects.
There are many types of morphological transformations. However, only two
were relevant to correct the issues we faced. These are opening and closing.
Erosion and dilation are the two fundamental operations in morphological
processing. Both operations work similarly, although the criteria they follow
are different. Erosion sets pixels to 0 (black) at the limits of the objects,
while dilation sets them to 1 (white). The altered pixels depend on the size
and shape of the structuring element used to process the image. This element
is known as the kernel.
Opening and closing are sequential combinations of these two operations.
Openings consist of a dilation followed by an erosion, while closings consist
of an erosion followed by a dilation. Openings are useful to remove noise,
while closings help reduce small holes within detected objects.
Figure 20: Original image, image after an opening, image after a closing, and
image after an opening and a closing; respectively.
Both operations can be executed dynamically or using fixed parameters. We
reused the same experiment in two sections above. This time, we ran it
on frames on which we had applied different transformations with different
settings.
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Due to the changing number of objects and their changing distance to one
another, dynamic transformations turned out to have unpredictable results,
on average. Therefore, we discarded this idea and we only discuss the
experiments using static parameters. We used kernel sizes ranging from 1 to
20.
Figure 21: Impact of the opening kernel size on the detection.
In Figure 21, we see the impact the opening kernel’s size had on the quality
of the detection. The detection ratio of all the objects declines as we increase
it. This told us we could not push it too far. Even though the false
positives decreased much faster, we needed to balance both. As the biggest
improvement happened between 1 and 2, we decided to continue with an
opening size of 2.
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Figure 22: Impact of the closing kernel size on the detection.
On the other hand, Figure 22 reveals the impact of the closing. This plot
shows us how rising the size of the closing kernel increases every ratio we
wanted to. Also, the number of false-positive components decreases too.
Although this may look as positive, it is not. By looking at the resulting
frames we saw that they were just getting together into bigger clouds of
pixels, clearly not in our best interest. It is also important to note that
over-closing shapes can result in quality loss. We decided to keep the balance
by using a kernel in the range of 5 to 10.
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13 Region of Interest (ROI)
We focus on the performance of the human pose detection tool OpenPose
(GitHub - OpenPose: Real-time multi-person keypoint detection library for
body, face, hands, and foot estimation 2020) for the conclusions of this
section, as it was the final choice for this project’s development. However,
similar experiments were conducted using other alternatives assessed at the
time (Appendix C). In Player treatment (section 14), we discuss how
OpenPose was chosen over the other possibilities.
13.1 ROI extraction
After executing OpenPose for human detection on several test videos, we
noted it had a sustained difficulty in detecting the player within the player
area B -top part of the image, which is farther away from the camera and
thus appears down-scaled due to perspective deformation-.
We set the hypothesis that the accuracy difference was due to the size
difference between the two players. Even though other factors could have
been the cause, we believed this was the most plausible one. Yet, two origins
fit inside this hypothesis: the absolute size -the player consists of too few
pixels- and the relative size -OpenPose limits the pose size according to the
frame size-.
We designed a very simple experiment to check if the size really affected the
detection results, how much it did affect, and whether it was an absolute or
relative size matter. It consisted of getting the ratio of frames in which the
expected player was found. We got this metric in four scenarios:
• Regular A: Player A detection in the original video.
• Regular B: Player B detection in the original video.
• Scaled A: Player A detection in the 0,25x scaled video.
• Cropped B: Player B detection in the player area B ROI only.
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The accuracy is measured by comparing the results of the test videos with
their respective manually reviewed results. It is important to note that these
metrics should not be taken as absolute but as an approximation, as the
videos have been chosen for belonging to the effective match time.
Figure 23: OpenPose detection accuracy results.
As we see in Figure 23, the results of the experiment did prove that player B
has a much lower detection rate than player A in the original videos. Looking
at the graphic, we can also see how Scaled A still kept a significantly high
score. This tells us that, while it still has a negative impact, absolute size
is not the reason why player B scored so low in Regular B. Actually, it was
relative size what affected the detection the most. This is what the results
of Cropped B come to validate, confirming the hypothesis.
In conclusion, after reviewing the results, we decided to extract the regions
of interest of each player -player areas A and B- and pass them separately to
OpenPose to get the best possible results.
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13.2 Contrast boost
We read in some informal sources that a low color contrast could have a
negative effect on OpenPose. However, as we could not trust them, we
decided to do a methodical experiment to find out whether the statement
was true or not.
This time, the experiment used the player areas ROI to obtain the metrics.
We used the outputs of the background subtractor to determine if the
OpenPose detections correspond to real candidates. The code was pretty
similar in the methodology to the one used in the previous section’s
experiment. Nevertheless, now we used the entire videos instead of selected
fragments. Besides, we obtained more metrics regarding the detections:
• Player loss: Percentage of frames where no players were found.
• Consecutive lost: Average number of frames in a row where no
players were found.
• Frames with false positives: Percentage of frames where we found
false positives.
• Average false positives: Average number of false positives detected
in each frame.
To perform the contrast enhancement in the images, we use the Contrast
Limited Adaptative Histogram Equalization -also known as CLAHE-
(Zuiderveld 1994). We passed several values as the clip limit in four different
configurations:
• Default: Videos and OpenPose as they are by default.
• Default + smooth: Default OpenPose settings on smoothed videos
post enhancement.
• Max: OpenPose set for results maximization on default videos.
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Figure 24: CLAHE’s impact on Player A detection.
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• Max + smooth: OpenPose set for results maximization smoothed
videos post enhancement.
As we see in Figure 24, boosting the contrast does not improve Player A
detection, it worsens it while notably increasing the number of false positives.
The number of consecutively missed players does not seem to be majorly
impacted by these changes or, at least, not consistently.
A constant in all the graphics is that maximization settings reduce the
loss but expectedly increase the false positive rate. As we can efficiently
compensate for overdetection using the candidates of the background
subtraction, we concluded that using Max with no contrast boost is the
best choice for Player A.
Smoothing the image, while appears to be positive, is way too costly for such
a small improvement.
As of Player B, we do see a significant impact on the Player loss, which is
reduced to half in the Max and Max + smooth cases. We obtained a more
confusing and chaotic plot regarding the Consecutive loss. However, we can
see an improvement trend as we use higher clip limits.
Unfortunately, as we increase it, false-positive rates thrive too. Yet, as we
have said before, false positives are bearable in comparison to Player loss.
Hence, the best option to detect Player B is Max with a 30 clip limit.
Given the trends of the plots, we assessed increasing the clip limit over 30
-which was the highest value included in the experiment-, but we finally
decided not to. The main reason was that this configuration was already
returning us similar metrics to those of Player A. Such similarity allowed us
to keep a balance among both Player areas.
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Figure 25: CLAHE’s impact on Player B detection.
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14 Player treatment
Discerning the different classes of candidates we have -player, ball, noise-
is vital for the analysis before annotation. When the matter was first
raised in this project, it was virtually impossible to tell apart some noisy
candidates from the real ball with satisfactory accuracy based on their static
characteristics. However, it was relatively easy to determine which ones
belonged to the player class, as their morphological traits were always very
distinctive.
Yet, there was one downside to using such logic. Even though it was easy
to identify which candidates should be labeled as players, this method was
not adequate to obtain other information we found useful, for example, the
height or position of the player could not be determined due to the shape
distortion caused by the shadow.
Although the first attempts were focused on removing -or detecting- the
shadows from the candidates, we quickly concluded that no shadow-detection
algorithm was consistent or effective enough in our videos, so we decided that
some other body detection system would be a better approach.
We tested several tools to establish which one best suited our goals, but only
four of them are worthwhile to mention, given the state of the art. These
four are:
• OpenPose (Hidalgo Mart́ınez et al. 2019)
• DeepLab v3 (Chen et al. 2018)
• TensorFlow Object Detection API (Huang et al. 2017)
• YOLO v3 (Redmon and Farhadi 2018)
Below these lines, we include a summary table displaying the accuracy the
best option to detect each player using each tool. The whole results of these
experiments are included within the Appendix C.
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Tool Player A Player B
OpenPose 96,569 % 99,943 %
DeepLab v3 87,424 % 9,287 %
TensorFlow Object Detection API 88,530 % 56,274 %
YOLO v3 80,632 % 1,234 %
Table 12: Tools’ player detection accuracy.
As of player A, the results give no space for doubts. OpenPose is the best
choice to achieve an exhaustive detection. It is in player B, though, where
the difference between tools becomes extreme: no DeepLab model or YOLO
can detect player B in more than 10% of the frames in the videos, achieving
TensorFlow Object Detection a 56,3%. On the other hand, OpenPose obtains
an astonishing score of 99,9% thanks to cropping the image, as we stated in
the section before (13.1).
Therefore, OpenPose is the right choice for human detection in this project.
14.1 Pose recognition
Not only OpenPose is the best option in terms of human detection accuracy,
but it opens a new world of possibilities with the data it provides. The
body position and the gestures can be a source of information that may be
interesting for a tennis analysis. From simple events like services and hits
to more sophisticated aspects like dominance can be obtained -or enhanced-
from gestures.
OpenPose returns a list containing the position of 25 key body points for
each person, in image coordinates. In Figure 26, we can see an example of
how OpenPose extracts the body features of an image.
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Figure 26: OpenPose detected features. (Base image source: Myers 2014)
Figure 27: OpenPose’s pose output format.
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14.2 Pose-object exclusion
Using the previously-fixed settings -already discussed in Section 13.2-, we
obtain a large number of false positives which do not belong to real people:
around 1,6 false detections of player A and around 30,4 of player B, on
average.
Luckily enough, given the small size of the candidates that do not belong to
the players, we were able to check that these false positives virtually never
match with existing candidates. They are usually weird-shaped (as we can
see in Figure 28 and are easy to tell apart from real candidates. Therefore, the
combination of these two sources of information can be used to discriminate
false from true positives.
Firstly, we can filter the real player pose by deleting those which do not
match our criteria and candidates. Secondly, we can exclude candidates that
belong to players according to the OpenPose results.
Figure 28: Detail of an OpenPose result with false positive detections.
14.3 Pose interpolation
The results in Section 13.2 gave us valuable information about the quality
of the detection. The system is unable to detect player A and player B in
0,479% and 0,971% of the frames, respectively. However, it is essential to
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mention how low the average consecutive lost frames are. In both cases,
this value is around 2,5 frames -2,333 and 2,556, individually-. Nonetheless,
when looking into the raw data, one can see that most lost frames are, in fact,
isolated. This increment in the average number is caused by a few exceptions
when the players approach the borders of the videos for several frames in a
row.
Given that human movement is continuous and that we are losing very few
frames at a time, interpolating the missing poses of the players may be a
very useful method to prepare data for classification. Of course, interpolation
might cause distortion if a quick direction change happened in lost frames,
but we concluded we should not worry about the effects of it. Statistically,
the chances of something that unusual happening in such specific conditions
seemed innocuous.
To perform this correction, we use a straightforward point-to-point linear
interpolation. More sophisticated methods could be applied to estimate
these -taking into account joint speeds and accelerations for more accurate
predictions-. However, we observed missing poses on small frame windows
and thus linear interpolation was found to be precise enough for the purposes
of this project.
Figure 29: Two detected poses and their linear interpolation (center image).
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15 Pose classification
Having a consistently high-quality pose detection of both player A and player
B unfolded a completely new paradigm to carry out the following steps of
this project.
Some game events of the ones we want to annotate are directly linked with
very distinctive body gestures. The two main classes are service and hit, but
we could incorporate easily differentiable subclasses as forehand, backhand,
and volley, as well.
Given the complexity and variability of these features, it was clear from the
beginning that using a machine learning algorithm was the best choice to
classify the data into the desired labels.
15.1 Player events dataset
Building a preliminary data set was fundamental to obtain the training set
that we would later feed to the algorithm. Given the tremendous impact that
imprecisions can cause in such systems, we could only complete this set by
manually labeling every single frame in a video twice, once for each player.
Firstly, we fed a previously selected match video to our system to obtain the
OpenPose poses for each frame as we would in a real execution. Then, we
reviewed the entire hour-long video frame by frame classifying each of them







Figure 30: Three frames belonging to the same service, all of them labeled
as so.
We should comment on some relevant differences among those. While fore-
hand, backhand, and volley were labeled only in the exact frame of the impact
-or the closest to it-, such criteria do not make sense for services. Services are
much longer actions, so we decided to label as so since the arm rises higher
than the waist until it reaches back the torso. Nothing, of course, is the label








Table 13: Number of samples in each class of our dataset.
Manually labeling both player A and player B in each frame resulted in a




Before feeding the data to the ML algorithm, we needed to apply certain
transformations in order to obtain the final training sets. We decided to
apply these in different combinations so we could compare the results of each
model to choose the most appropriate settings, following the methodology of
this project.
Below these lines, we define and justify the different parameters to be
evaluated.
Number of frames
We can obtain valuable information about what is happening in the match
from the body poses of the players. Yet, it is not enough to interpret every
pose as an isolated item, independent from its contiguous frames. Poses must
be considered in their context to avoid movement and speed information loss.
To avoid this issue, we decided to build the training sets by grouping several
adjacent frames into the same feature. This way, the ML algorithm would
be able to learn not only about the poses but about those features we have
mentioned before. The optimal number of frames needed to be determined
through experimentation, as too many frames could result in excessive noise.
From now on, we call this parameter the window size, and the group of frames
itself is referred as the window.
Label choice
When transforming our dataset into single-frame-per-feature training sets, it
was straightforward to get the label-to-feature relation, as the training set
labels corresponded to those in the original dataset.
Nonetheless, dealing with bigger window sizes introduced the issue of having
to choose the most appropriate label among those within the window. For
example, let’s suppose we have a 5-sized window containing a forehand action
and the names corresponding to them. If the forehand label is right in the
middle, it was clear that the most reasonable choice was to set the whole
group as forehand. However, the scenario in which the central pose had been
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labeled as nothing and the forehand label was in any other position within
the window left more space to uncertainty. The action was still in the badge,
and it was the most relevant label in it, but labeling it as so would likely
cause more false positives to appear. We called these situations gray-area
features.
We decided to define three possible criteria to deal with gray-area features
to test which one resulted in the most appropriate model. The three criteria
were:
• Inclusion: Gray-area features were labeled as the relevant one.
• Exclusion: Gray-area features were labeled as nothing.
• Discard: Gray-area features are removed from the training set and
not fed to the algorithm.
Pose normalization
Having body joints in image space can useful and efficient to perform
particular actions like highlighting the players in a frame or executing the
pose-object exclusion (Section 14.2). However, image space coordinates can
be misleading for gesture recognition and classification, as some that might
be substantially equivalent could have very different numeric values due to
its position, body size, or perspective distortion.
Therefore, we decided to normalize the poses to correct those false differences
while maintaining their expressivity and differentiability. The method we
designed transforms the joints into vectors from joint 0 (Figure 27) to each.
It also normalizes the modulus of the vectors using the height of the player.
We also concluded we had to append additional coordinates to keep some
position references in image space, as it would likely ease the classification.
Position in world space
Even though the points in image space already allowed the model to classify
poses according to the area in which it took place, we conjectured that using
their real-world position could be more accurate, as it would neutralize the
perspective distortion.
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Usually, one single-camera 2D point is not enough to abstract a 3D real-world
point, as it would lack the required depth information to solve the system.
Yet, in this particular case, we could assume that the z component of the
base point equals zero. Although this would not always be true -players may
jump sometimes-, that unexpected offset would happen either way on image
space, so we concluded that maybe the gain could justify this assumption.
This conjecture, like all the rest, would need to be proved right or wrong
through experimentation with trained models.
15.3 Resampling
Most machine learning algorithms have been designed to maximize accuracy
and minimize errors. However, these metrics can be very misleading when
being used to evaluate the quality of classification.
For instance, let’s suppose we had a dataset consisting of 99% of features
labeled as A and 1% of features labeled as B. A dummy classifying all of
them as A would be a quite good method according to the accuracy alone,
even though this method would be virtually useless in most cases, including
ours.
That is the reason why most ML algorithms do not work their best when the
number of samples in each class are very unequal.
As we already saw in Table 13, the classes in our original dataset were
noticeably imbalanced. Although the exact ratio would change depending
on the parameters of the feature extraction, a significant inequality would
always maintain.
There are several measures to take to deal with this problem. We decided
to test different algorithms -some of them deal with imbalanced data
themselves- and to use additional metrics to evaluate the quality of the
models. In addition, we decided to try to increase the quality by resampling
the data.
Resampling is a series of techniques to reconstruct sample datasets.
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We focused on two methodologies: oversampling minority classes and
undersampling majority classes (Haixiang et al. 2017). Oversampling can be
defined as adding more copies of the instances in a class, while undersampling
is removing copies from the given class. Both approaches focused on
increasing the weight of correctly classifying the relevant -other than Nothing-
classes.
Even though we could use a specific factor to resample each class, we decided
to do so would exceed the scope of this project and should be postponed for
future improvements of the system. Instead, we opted to use a single factor
for all minority classes.
Resampling is not something that affects the feature extraction itself, but
something that is done at training time in order to optimize the results. Thus,
we include them as training parameters, although they were not included in
Section 15.2.
15.4 Algorithm parameters
We decided to test 4 different well-known ML algorithms: Random Forest,
K-Neighbors, Decision Tree, and Balanced Random Forest -a modified,
self-resampling version of Random Forest-. We discarded extensively
testing other algorithms such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) or Linear
Regression given their extremely long execution times or the poor results
they showed in the first attempts.
Each of these algorithms has its parameters we need to fix before attempting
to compare different models.
We pursued a small experiment using what we considered to be the most
average feature extraction possible, testing how the scores and the execution
times changed with different parameters.
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These ”average” extraction parameters were:
• Window size: 5
• Label choice: Discard
• Pose normalization: False
• Position in world space: False
We also resampled the training set with factors 1 and 10 for nothing and
other classes, respectively.
Decision Tree Classifier
The Decision Tree Classifier algorithm shares the maximum depth parameter
with Random Forest. The main difference in this algorithm is that we had
no estimator number to decide.
Figure 31: Impact of Decision Tree maximum depth on the quality of the
classification and inference time.
The quality metrics for Decision Tree logarithmically grew as we increased
the maximum depth as well. However, in this algorithm, it was not
that clear when it had reached the maximum value. Due to inference
times logarithmically growing too, we decided to use 15 as our max depth
parameter. After this value, no big changes seem to happen in the plots.
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Random Forest and Balanced Random Forest Classifiers
Random Forest and, by definition, Balanced Random Forest -we already
discussed that this algorithm is a modified version of Random Forest which
pre-balances data-, have two main parameters we need to decide: the
number of estimators (n estimators) and the maximum depth of the trees
(max depth).
Figure 32: Impact of Random Forest parameters on the quality of the
classification and inference time.
As we see in Figure 32, classification quality stabilized very quickly as we
raised the value of n estimators. The graph reached its maximum somewhere
between 5 and 10, and it maintained that way for higher numbers. Otherwise,
inference times kept linearly growing as we increased n estimators’ value.
Thus, the optimal outcome would be given by the lowest possible pick after
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reaching the aforementioned maximum. However, given that more estimators
are needed for more complex data, we decided to get a higher number so
that bigger window sizes could be classified correctly while still not getting
extreme execution times. Hence, we decided to use 20 estimators.
Likewise, the quality metrics logarithmically grew as we increased the
max depth parameter until it reached the maximum level. In this case, the
graph reached its maximum at some point between 14 and 18. The main
difference was that inference times also stabilized as the quality did. We
followed the same strategy we used for the estimators, choosing a maximum
depth of 20.
K-neighbors Classifier
K-neighbors Classifier algorithm has one single main parameter: the number
of neighbors, or K. Given the nature of this algorithm, it didn’t make much
sense to test very high values for this parameter, so we decided to test the
range from 1 to 25.
Figure 33: Impact of K parameter on the quality of the classification and
inference time.
This algorithm showed unexpected results. Raising the K value not only
did increase the execution time -as it was expected- but it also consistently
decreased most metrics. Therefore, we decided to use a K parameter of 1.
We took this decision because the negative effects of increasing k did not
compensate for the recall increase.
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15.5 Model comparison
We created a script that would parametrize the data set transformations,
split the data set into training and test sets, and train the model with the
specified algorithm. We also wrote a simple script that would automize the
concurrent execution of all the possible combinations and would return its
metrics.
The following lists contain the different values we evaluated for each
parameter:
• Window size: 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15
• Label choice: Inclusion, Exclusion, Discard
• Resampling (Nothing): 1/1, 1/2, 1/5, 1/10, 1/20, 1/30, 1/40, 1/50,
1/60, 1/70, 1/80, 1/90, 1/100
• Resampling (others): 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100
• Pose normalization: True, False
• Position in world space: True, False
Hence, we were handling 16.224 instances per algorithm, making a total
of 64.896 executions. Below these lines we discuss the impact that each
parameter has on the quality of the classification.
The order in which we decided to discuss the choices was determined by how
clear these were at each time. Besides, all the models discarded in previous
steps were excluded from the comparison to avoid misleading interferences.
This methodology allowed us to find the optimal model for our system.
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Algorithm
Figure 34: Distribution of the quality metrics achieved by the tested models
of each algorithm.
As we can see in Figure 34, K-Neighbors, Decision Tree, and Random Forest’s
quality scores followed a consistent probability distribution. Among these
three, Random Forest notably got the best score for all the metrics.
On the other side, Balanced Random Forest’s scores followed a more diverse
distribution. Its maximum score in each plot reached a lower value than
those in other algorithms. However, the average recall in BRF models got to
a higher level than its competitors.
However, this recall gain does not make up for the rest of the metrics.
Thus, Random FOrest should be the algorithm used in our classification
system. Besides, its quality lead was reinforced by the shorter inference
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times Random Forest had in comparison to K-Neighbors and Decision Tree
classifiers (Figures 32, 31, 33).
Resampling
The resampling ratios tested in this experiment for both the majority
(Nothing) and minority (others) classes were selected to address the data
imbalance problem we discuss in section 15.3. The combination of these
values covers a range spreading from the original imbalance (Section 15.1)
to a scenario in which the classes have similar magnitudes -which is close to
what Balanced Random Forest does-.
To ease the complexity of optimizing two parameters at the same time, we
display the resulting data using different methods.
We were surprised to look at the results shown in the graphics. Although
the majority class undersampling affected the quality metrics in the way we
anticipated, we did not expect how the minority oversampling behaved. We
thought that increasing this parameter would increase the maximum quality
for a while before decreasing it again. Yet, it did only get better results for
2 and 5.
It’s also interesting to note the impact one parameter has in comparison to
the other. While both shapes in Figure 37 evolve in similar manners, the
maximum metric graphic in Figure 36 shows notably less variation.
To maximize all the quality metrics, we decided to select the absolute
maximum value in Figure 35. This value, of course, lies within the flat area
painted in yellow in the plots. Although the differences in this area from one
metric to another are negligible, we still had to fix a specific metric to select
the maximum value. We opted to use F1 for being the most complex metric
out of the four plotted. In Table 14 we display these optimal values and their
corresponding quality metrics.
Majority Minority Accuracy Precision Recall F1
0,5 5,0 99,2833% 72,4328% 77,1557% 84,1235%
Table 14: Average quality metrics for the selected resampling ratios.
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Figure 35: Average quality depending on the resampling ratios.
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Figure 36: Average and maximum qualities depending on the majority
undersampling ratios.




As we mention in some sections before, we speculated that gray areas would
be confusing for the classification system. We thought that excluding them
from the relevant labels would cause many of false negatives. Hence, it would
make sense to include them to avoid those cases. Of course, this exclusion
mode could also cause some distortion and misclassification. Both scenarios
could be confusing for the system. It was never critical whether the system
would classify gray areas as nothing or as the relevant label, but if those
cases at training time would cost of confusion in non-gray areas at inference
time.
Figure 38: Distribution of the quality metrics achieved by the tested models
of each exclusion mode.
We hypothesized that removing gray areas from training sets would solve
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that problem. As we see in Figure 38, this is indeed the case. The violin
plots prove it with no doubts, as all the metrics reach its maximum with this
Exclusion mode.
Window size
The range evaluated for this parameter was limited to what we considered
reasonable. As it is shown in figure 39, the inference times logarithmically
grow as we increase the window size.
The experiments executed showed us that 11 is the optimal window size
in terms of classification quality. The evolution displayed matches our
expectations. Having poses in the context of their movement is, indeed,
more helpful to classify them correctly. However, using too many frames in
each feature leads to quality loss.
Figure 39: Impact of the window size on the quality of the classification and
the inference time.
The inference time increment is justified by the classification quality
improvement. Even though the relative time growth is significant, we must
take into account that Random Forest is a considerably fast algorithm and
that these measures are small when measuring them in absolute values.
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Normalization and world-object position
Figure 40: Quality metrics achieved by the different settings.
Figure 41: Inference times obtained for the different settings.
As we can see in Figure 40, the four extraction settings have very similar
quality metrics. This affinity is good news for us, as it means we didn’t
lose differentiability by applying these transformations. As we expected, the
lowest results in the plot are found in the Normalized settings. We predicted
this situation because this transformation does lose data regarding the player
position within the court. Although it has proven to have a limited impact,
it may still be helpful in ambiguous cases.
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The Normalized WOP setting got the best score in all the metrics by a
tiny margin. Given the negligible quality difference and the 17% inference
time increment, the straightforward decision would be to propose no
transformations (None setting) in our algorithm. However, we must take
into account that both training and test sets belong to the same video. This
is relevant because the goal of these transformations is to provide a model
that is less dependent on camera position and body size. Thus, we propose to
use the Normalized WOP transformation to deliver a more general system.
15.6 Final model
The resulting settings are:
• Algorithm: Random Forest
• Window size: 11
• Label choice: Discard
• Resampling (Nothing): 0,5
• Resampling (others): 5,0
• Pose normalization: True
• Position in world space: True
Actual class










Backhand 0 0 0 0 0
Forehand 0 14 0 0 0
Nothing 28 51 48595 19 3
Serve 0 1 18 892 0
Volley 0 0 0 0 0
Table 15: Final model confusion matrix.
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Even though this is the most suitable model according to the metrics, the
confusion matrix in Table 15 unquestionably shows that the final results for
Backhand, Forehand, and Volley are poor. Yet, the results for the Serve class
are very satisfactory.
We cannot trust those three classes for any purpose. However, having
an accurate serve detection is enough to guide our trajectory abstraction
algorithm.
15.7 Pose action abstraction
In tennis, serves are not immediate actions. One single service is displayed
in multiple frames. Thus, groups of consecutive frames labeled as serves are
converted into individual entities. From now on, we call these new objects
the detected actions.
These actions have a double purpose. On one side, they belong to the final
annotations to be returned. On the other side, these marks are used to guide
the ball detection module we discuss in the following section.
Actions store their beginning and end timestamps -the frame position of the
first and last elements in the group-. These two timestamps are instrumental
for the two purposes of the actions.
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16 Trajectory abstraction
Ball trajectory provides useful information about technical aspects of the
player and the game such as serve speed or hit type. Besides, obtaining an
accurate approximation is necessary to follow the progress of the match, as
their endpoints mark the point events. Both point winners and point ends
are defined by ball bounces.
A tennis ball trajectory is reduced to a few points in videos recorded using
average commercial camera, given the speed tennis balls can reach and the
limited frames recorded every second. This lack of information requires us
to reconstruct the most likely path the ball followed, using those few spots.
In this section, we propose a method to estimate the projected trajectories
the tennis ball follows during the videos.
16.1 Ball candidates
At this point in the pipeline, we have left relatively few ball candidates -in
comparison to the beginning ones- in each frame. This reduced amount is
due to the morphological transformations presented in Section 12.3 and the
later player exclusion operations.
Figure 42: Frame of a video with the ball candidates’ centroid highlited in
red.
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The intuitive and straightforward abstraction method would be to identify
the most likely ball candidate in each frame and to reconstruct their
trajectory from these. For this approach to be attainable, it would be
necessary to distinguish true and false candidates.
In high definition camera systems, regular blobs are often used to identify
tennis balls according to their color. The shape is also a widespread criterion
to distinguish balls in multiple sports. Nevertheless, in medium-quality
cameras, color and shape are not trustworthy assets.
We found out in our experiments that candidates don’t have a particularly
distinguishable color and that their shape doesn’t correspond to the
expectations. The perceived color of the objects in a video is subjected
to many climatological conditions when recorded in open-air settings. The
well-known motion blur -widely discussed in the literature- can also be
responsible for the ball shape distortion.
Figure 43: Examples of shape differences shown in ball candidates.
Therefore, this technique had to be discarded for not being reliable. Instead,
we proceeded with an opposite approach that would base the candidate
selection on movement and not on the object itself.
16.2 Random sample consensus
The random sample consensus -usually known as RANSAC- (Fischler and
Bolles 1981) is a non-deterministic algorithm used to estimate the parameters
of a mathematical model given a set of values. This set contains both
inliers -values that fit in the model- and outliers -values that do not-.
The probability of RANSAC producing a reasonable result increases as the
allowed iterations do. RANSAC can also be regarded as an outlier -or
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false candidate- detector. Outliers may have their origin in bad detections,
anomalous measurements, and noise.
RANSAC can only be useful under certain basic premises. The data
distribution model must be explained by a finite set of parameters, and there
must be a preliminary procedure to estimate the parameters using a smaller
set of inliers.
Figure 44: Example of a RANSAC-detected line with its inliers (blue) and
outliers (red).
The basic mechanics of this algorithm can be explained as the finite repetition
of the following steps:
1. Select a hypothesis set.
2. Fit a model with the hypothesis set.
3. Test the data against the models to decide whether they belong to the
inliers of this model.
4. Calculate the score of the model using the inliers.
5. Decide whether this score makes it the new consensus.
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The model we attempt to fit in this project is projectile motion. The basic
projectile motion model is a combination of a constant speed horizontal
movement and a uniformly accelerated vertical movement. However, in
real-life settings, other factors should also be taken into account. Among
these, we find gravitational variations, friction, wind speed, or object
rotation.
Figure 45: Projected projectile motion trajectories with different angles.
Using an overly costly model over RANSAC would lead to long execution
times. It’s a common methodology to use simplified models with wider
acceptance margins to reduce computational costs in pattern recognition
applications. We decided to follow this approach and to neglect other
variables. Thus, our chosen model is the ideal projectile motion.
Nevertheless, we do not intend to detect a 3D projectile motion, but a
projection of it on a 2D surface. Galileo Galilei already proved, back in the
16th century, that the 2D projection of an ideal projectile motion trajectory
is a regular parabola (Naylor 1980). Therefore, we propose a method to apply
the RANSAC algorithms to detect candidates following 2-degree polynomial




Our first attempt to use RANSAC in our system faced a critical obstacle.
Python is known for its expressivity and for its ability to execute large-volume
operations with ease using its functional paradigm. However, as many other
languages of its kind do, it fails to provide an efficient method to execute
complex procedural algorithms.
As we already stated, RANSAC needs a considerable number of executions to
maximize the probability of obtaining good results. The algorithm needs to
test many different combinations to find the most likely parameters. This is a
costly algorithm consisting of several nested loops. In terms of code efficiency,
that is where Python has one of its biggest weak points. After encountering
that our first implementation of RANSAC on Python was extremely slow,
we decided to migrate it to a different language.
Figure 46: Python/C++ RANSAC performance comparison.
The Python API is a C/C++ library that contains a set of functions, macros,
and variables to access most of Python’s run-time system. By including this
library in a C/C++ source code, it is possible to build brand new extensions
that can be easily called from Python. These extensions run compiled code
in a much efficient way than Python can.
In Figure 46, we display the algorithm performance difference between both
programming languages. Massive datasets were used in this test to evaluate
the performance difference. By using a compiled extension, execution times
decreased by 98,45%.
We parameterized our module so the RANSAC parameters could be decided
on run-time. This way, we would not need to have fixed criteria before
executing the code.
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The relevant parameters that will be discussed in this document are:
• The degree of the polynomial.
• The confidence parameter.
• The number of iterations.
16.4 Trajectory detection criteria
One of the first questions that were brought to our attention during this
phase of the project was how to decide when to start looking for trajectories
and when these trajectories should end. It would not be realistic to look for
trajectories using this method in a completely open context.
Using RANSAC for trajectory abstraction is closely related to our pose
classification system. The viability of the system we propose depends on
having a precise serve recognition. We use this class as time marks to limit
the trajectory extractions to be executed.
In tennis matches, some ball movement must always occur between two
servers. This movement can be either a missed service or a regular point. In
both cases, they are defined by multiple consecutive trajectories.
Before feeding the data to the RANSAC algorithm, we must pre-process the
candidates to transform them into smaller sets of frames. However, periods
between two serves might contain too many different trajectories and false
candidates to produce consistent results (Figure 47).
Thus, smaller subsets of consecutive frames should be passed to RANSAC.
When building the subsets, we use a fixed size and the end of the previous
trajectories to delimit them. The size of these subsets should be small enough
to contain the least trajectories possible, but big enough to include -except
in extreme, anomalous cases- entire trajectories. It is important to remark
that these subsets partially overlap one another.
Below, we discuss the RANSAC parameters and the subset sizes used in our
trajectory detection module. To measure the impact these had, we compared
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Figure 47: Inconsistent detection as a result of passing too many frames at
the same time to RANSAC (Detected inliers in blue; outliers in red).
the returned inliers and outliers with the ideal, manually-generated results
of several trajectories.
Subset size
Figure 48: Impact of the subset size on the quality of the detections and the
execution times.
In Figure 48, we see the evolution of the quality metrics of our trajectory
module as we changed the size of the subsets fed to RANSAC. As we can see,
in terms of true positives and false negatives, the optimal values are found
between 30 and 50. Regarding false positives, the plot grows as we increase
the size of the subsets. These plots display how RANSAC starts to miss the
correct parabola for sizes larger than 65, and how this reflects on the quality
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metrics. Contrarily, subsets smaller than 30 don’t get to include the entire
trajectories.
The execution times may seem inconsistent with the growth of the data
passed to the algorithm. However, this erratic behavior is due to the
model selection method our RANSAC implementation uses. Although the
algorithm randomly selects candidates to estimate the preliminary model,
the case of getting an indeterminate or incompatible system happens when
dealing with real-world data. Our algorithm discards those models and
attempts to find a valid one several times. This mechanism explains why
smaller subsets -thus, less possible combinations of elements- can make it
more difficult to find one acceptable model at every iteration.
False negatives are not critical in this system, as far as an accurate trajectory
is obtained. We decided to use subsets of 45 frames to detect the ball
trajectories using RANSAC.
Degree of the polynomial
We have already stated that we use parabolas -this is, a polynomial of
degree 2- in our system for being the projected shape of the projectile
motion. However, we must not forget that the ideal projectile motion is
a simplification of reality. We hypothesized that using higher degrees in our
models could help us to get a closer estimation of the real trajectory.
Figure 49: Impact of the degree of the polynomials on the quality of the
detections and the execution times.
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In Figure 49, we display the evolution of the quality metrics and its execution
times as we increase the degree of the polynomials. The plots prove that two
is the optimal value for the degree of the polynomials. It also reflects the
inability of the algorithm to find compatible and determinate systems for
higher degrees than 3. Thus, there is no doubt that this hypothesis was not
correct and that parabolas are the best method to estimate real-world ball
trajectories.
Confidence (T parameter)
The confidence parameter dictates the maximum distance from a point to
the parabola for it to be considered an inlier of that model. It is significant
to keep this parameter as low as possible, as having a low tolerance forces
the algorithm to return models that adjust better to their inliers. However, a
certain confidence level is needed for RANSAC to work in real-world settings.
The algorithm must tolerate the deviations of the detected candidates and
other trajectory factors that are neglected in a parabola.
Figure 50: Impact of the confidence parameter on the quality of the
detections.
Figure 50 displays the quality results of the detection as we change the
confidence parameter. This parameter does not affect the execution time of
RANSAC. Therefore, the evolution of the execution times was not a matter
of interest. We decided to use a confidence of 10 pixels, in order to maximize




As it was expected, the execution times of the RANSAC algorithm linearly
grow as we increase the iterations allowed (Figure 51). For it to be
successful in detecting the corresponding model, there must be a high enough
probability of it selecting inliers only when estimating the preliminary model.
It is trivial that this probability grows as we increase the iterations allowed.
Thus, it is necessary to conceal on longer execution times to guarantee correct
detections, especially given that our implementation is considerably fast.
Figure 51: Impact of the number of iterations on the quality of the detections
and the execution times.
Figure 51 shows how the quality results get more stable after 2000 iterations,
with considerable amounts of small variations. These deviations reduce
in number as the iterations increase. We decided to allow 5000 RANSAC
iterations in our system to minimize these while maintaining the equilibrium
with the execution time.
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16.5 Trajectory changes
As we discuss through this document, ball trajectories can be modified by
multiple factors, such as wind, ball rotation, and air friction. However, these
are not trajectory changes, but additional parameters of the actual projectile
motion model.
Figure 52: Detail of two consecutive trajectory detections.
Trajectory changes, to be considered so, must be sudden and abrupt. In other
words, the path followed by a given ball before a trajectory shift cannot fit the
same projectile motion model than the one after it. In the two-dimensional
space, this translates into two different parabolas that intersect in one point.
In our system, we calculate the intersections of the pairs of following
quadratic functions obtained with RANSAC. These junctions represent the
projection of the point where the trajectory change happens. This method,
displayed in Figure 52, achieves very accurate results when applied to precise
trajectory models.
Trajectory changes happen in two different classes of events: hits and
bounces. In Section 17, we discuss the method used to classify trajectory
changes as bounces or the subclasses of hits.
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Figure 53: Resulting intersection from the trajectories in Figure 52
Figure 54: Resulting estimation of the ball trail.
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17 Final annotations
As we discuss in Section 3, our system aims to annotate five different classes
of events. These events mark the progress of matches and, in the proper
format, can be consumed by ERIC Sports to perform a complete analysis of






Bounces are immediate events, as they consist of one single timestamp.
Contrarily, the other classes are complex events consisting of two separate
annotations registering their start and their end. This distinction is due to
the different purposes the classes have. While bounces are entirely relevant
to track the progress of the match, the other events would likely be matters
of study in the analysis. Hence, those events must be facilitated as a frame
interval to be displayed as a clip.
At this point in our system’s pipeline, we have gathered all the necessary
information to extract those events and their associated data. However,
each class uses different sources of information, classification criteria, and
associated data. In this section, we discuss the obtainment of the final
annotations corresponding to each class.
We do not get into details of the format of the output files containing the
annotations, as it is not a matter of interest for this project. ERIC Sports
imports XML files using its self-defined standard of tags and attributes to
describe events and additional data.
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17.1 Serves
Our pose classification system obtains very high accuracy and precision
metrics regarding serve detection. Although the confusion matrix shows a
certain degree of misclassification around this class, it must be emphasized
that these metrics refer to frame classification and not to action detection.
When measuring action acquisition itself, the results show a virtually faultless
detection.
Each serve action is transformed into two separate annotations,
corresponding to the beginning and the end of the serve. To them, we
append the coordinates -in both world and image spaces- of the player at
that moment. These coordinates are calculated as the centroid of the feet
joints (Figure 27). We use the feet as the reference point because we know
that, in the vast majority of the cases, the world-space Z-coordinate of these
joints is zero. As we discuss through this document, to unproject a point
from image to world space, it’s necessary to know its Z-component.
17.2 Bounces
Bounces cannot be found within the already-detected actions. Instead, we
need to gather all the information from the trajectory changes we discuss in
the previous section. Nevertheless, not all the trajectory changes correspond
with bounces. Many of them should be classified as hits -forehand, backhand,
or volley-.
The main feature that differentiates bounces from hits lies in the movement
direction of the trajectories before and after them. While hits cause an abrupt
direction shift, the parabolas surrounding a bounce keep the same direction.
Using this criterion, we classify trajectory changes as bounces and hits.
By definition, bounces happen in the ground. This allows us to unproject
their image coordinates into their real-world position. Using this data and




Even though we did not list hits as a class, we can consider them a super-class.
Given the similarities in the obtainment mode of volley, backhand, and
forehand events, we discuss their obtainment in this subsection.
We have already discussed the classification of trajectory changes as bounces
and hits -all those trajectory changes that are not bounces are hits-. However,
hits are not intended to become single-frame events as bounces do. Instead,
we select a beginning and an end using the timestamps of the previous and
following hits. This criterion is not arbitrary. The elapsed time since the
opponent hits the ball until the player gets to the desired spot is known
as the reaction time. Likewise, the elapsed time since the player hits the
ball until they get to their resting position is known as the recovery time.
Both concepts are essential for analysts and happen in the aforementioned
intervals.
As we did with serves, we append the body position of the players to the hit
events using the very same method to obtain their corresponding world-object
coordinates.
Below, we discuss the method used to classify hits in their corresponding
class.
17.4 Volleys
A volley hit is, by definition, a shot that is struck without hitting the ground.
Hence, volley classification is done using the preceding event. If the previous
event corresponds to a hit, then it is classified as a volley. Otherwise, it is a
candidate to be either a forehand or a backhand.
There is no other possible scenario for a volley than being preceded by a hit.
Being preceded by a bounce would disqualify it from being a volley while
being preceded directly by a serve would be an infraction, as serves must hit
the ground to be valid.
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17.5 Forehands and backhands
The forehand-backhand classification criteria are straightforward. The
classification depends on the single fact of the trajectory change happening
on one side of the player or the other.
It is important to remark that the handedness of each player must be passed
to the system as a parameter, as this classification depends on it. Players
perform forehand hits on their dominant side -right for right-handed players,
left for left-handed players- and backhands on their non-dominant one.
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18 Global results
Through this document, we have already discussed the partial results of the
different modules in their corresponding sections. Given the complexity of
the topics discussed and the length of this project, we believe that this layout
is helpful to understand the choices made in this project.
In this section, we discuss the quality of the global results of our system. To
do it, we compare the resulting annotations returned by our tool with its
analogous handmade analysis, both referring to the same video.
The methodology used in this test consisted of a frame overlap comparison
to determine whether the events corresponded to real ones or not. Those
that overlapped in time with any same-class actual event were considered
true positives, while those that did not were regarded as false positives.
While this procedure made sense to examine serve and hit events, we believed
that it did not provide a substantial evaluation of the bounce detection
quality. In addition to time, bounces must also be accurate in terms of
location. The court region where the ball hits the ground is critical to
track the progress of the match. Therefore, we added a Euclidean distance
threshold to consider bounces as true positives.
As the original hour-long handmade analysis did not include the bounces’
coordinates, we manually added those to 200 events of the class. The results
of that comparison were consequently scaled to match the real magnitudes
of the analysis.
Class Real Detected True pos. Precision Recall
Serve 165 170 168 98,824 % 100,000 %
Bounce 673 865 357 41,272 % 53,046 %
Volley 9 27 8 29,630 % 88,889 %
Forehand 273 328 195 59,451 % 71,429 %
Backhand 152 228 125 54,825 % 82,237 %
Table 16: Global results comparison table.
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As we see in Table 16, the quality metrics strongly variate from one class to
another. The data displayed demonstrates that serves are a particular case.
This class achieved very high scores on both metrics, reinforcing the idea we
anticipated in Section 17.1 that the serve detection is almost flawless. This
difference is not casual. Serves are the only class whose disclosure does not
rely on trajectory interpretation.
As the table shows, the number of true positives is larger than the real amount
itself. Although this discrepancy may sound impossible, these figures can be
explained given the methodology we used. Three different serve events were
mistakenly detected as two events each due to some false negatives. These
events were all accounted for as true positives because they still overlapped
in time with the real event. Therefore, the total amount of true positives
exceeded the number of real events. To avoid an impossible recall value, we
didn’t take the repetitions into account when calculating the metric.
Bounces are the events with the lowest combined scores. Even though the
impact is most visible in this class, the issues that cause its misdetections are
common to the hit classes as well. The detection difficulties are magnified in
this class due to the additional restriction added by the distance threshold.
Although our estimation method showed promising results in the specific
tests, this final experiment shows that improvement needs to be done to
navigate the most complex cases.
The recall metrics of all the classes are very promising for this project.
However, it’s precision scores evince an issue of overdetection. Nevertheless,
these overdetections shall not be regarded directly as poor results. We
accounted for some events that were not included in the manual analysis
-such as hits after a double bounce, or additional bounces after the end of
points-. These -likely- misdetections would not be taken into account if the
previous events were accurate. Yet, these could be very useful to reconstruct
the correct analysis after correcting it.
After observing several cases of trajectory misdetection that caused incorrect
event annotations, we concluded that a common weak point of our system
lies in its inability to approximate parabolas when none of their candidates
form a mathematically compatible system.
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19 Conclusions
In this project, we have proposed an affordable solution to generate key-event
annotations of tennis matches. This system uses computer vision techniques
applied to medium-quality videos to perform the analysis. The most
groundbreaking characteristic, in comparison to the tools currently on the
market, is that our solution uses videos recorded using one single fixed camera
positioned behind the baseline of the tennis court.
In its early stages, we assessed several commercial tools that use different
computer vision algorithms and other technologies to analyze tennis matches.
We evaluated these alternatives in terms of device requisites, economic costs,
and retrieved data. Nevertheless, these engines were designed for different
purposes than ours, and they did not fulfill the requirements we had.
The main goals of this project were to achieve an automatic court calibration,
to track the players and the tennis ball, and to obtain the trajectories defined
by the latter. This solution was intended to be the first step of a work
in progress and not a final product to be used in any setting and video.
Therefore, we set some video input requisites to delimit the scope, such as
only accepting singles matches, static cameras, or concrete courts.
It was crucial to validate all decisions with objective methods only to avoid
visual and subconscious bias. To do this, we followed an experimental
methodology through the entire project. Different custom experiments were
carefully designed and executed in each step. Designing and implementing
trustworthy testing tools were equally critical tasks. These experiments
consisted of manually generating the desired results and comparing them
to the actual result.
We use a combination of the Line Segment Detector algorithm and a
geometric clustering algorithm to obtain the court lines from the video. These
lines are used to get some specific reference points to calibrate the camera.
Camera calibration is critical in computer vision applications to guarantee
distortion correction and accurate measuring.
We perform background subtraction through the Temporal Average Filter
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algorithm to detect the moving objects within the court. These objects are
filtered to discard false positives from the player and ball candidates.
Players are discerned from the candidates using OpenPose, an open-source
tool to detect the human body poses in images. These poses are completed
using linear interpolation to reduce the impact of false negatives through
mathematical estimations.
Player poses, along with their real-world unprojected coordinates, are passed
to our Random Forest classification model to detect serve events in the
frames. These events, as well as being resulting annotations, are used to
direct the ball trajectory abstraction module.
The trajectory abstraction module uses a custom implementation of the
Random Sample Consensus -RANSAC- algorithm to estimate existing
parabolas defined by the centroids of the candidates. This algorithm provides
us with an approximation of the paths followed by the ball and their
corresponding inliers. The intersections of these polynomials allow us to
calculate the bounces and the hits to build the final annotations.
We obtained global metrics to evaluate the performance of the solution we
propose by comparing its outputs to a handmade analysis. Although the
system is not flawless, the results we got are satisfactory for this project.
The advancements made leave us in a comfortable situation to regard
modifications to enhance the general precision of the system.
19.1 Future work
Some improvements, modifications, and experiments have been left for future
versions of this tool. Although there is room for further research, this project
needed to be delimited to fulfill the time constraints of a bachelor’s thesis.
Future work concerns achieving more precise analysis, optimizing the
code, and enhancing presentation with additional data gathered during our
system’s execution.
More concretely, the following ideas are left for future updates:
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Alternative parabola approximation
As we have discussed, we concluded that the linear three-point parabola
approximation method used in our RANSAC implementation failed to
provide valid curves for some triplets. Alternative methods could be
introduced to bypass those scenarios and increase the accuracy of this
module and, therefore, increase the precision of the entire system as well.
This alternative method could likely rely on other approximation techniques
different from linear algebra.
Optimizing the tool
Although the current code eases experimentation for research purposes, it is
not an efficient algorithm in terms of execution time. It should be optimized
before being used for commercial purposes to take advantage of the existing
computer resources. A compiled language version could be implemented to
optimize it drastically. As we have explained, Python is not the best language
to guarantee high performance.
Presentation enhancements
Many visual and data enhancements could be implemented using partial data
retrieved during the execution of our system. These options could be offered
to provide more modern and striking video clips.
These modifications will be raised and assessed in future phases of this
application and other related projects.
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A Expanded tasks budget
Below these lines, we proceed to break down the project’s direct costs, task
by task. Given that some tasks were automatized, human interaction wasn’t
required during the totality of the task. Hence, we include a time field for
each resource when specifying the tasks’ budget.
Task Resource Time Units Cost
t-0
CV Engineer 59 hours 1 472,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 59 hours 1 5,68 e
Total - - 477,68 e
t-1
CV Engineer 45 hours 1 360,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 45 hours 1 4,34 e
Total - - 364,34 e
t-2
CV Engineer 15 hours 1 120,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 15 hours 1 1,45 e
Total - - 121,45 e
t-3
CV Engineer 30 hours 1 240,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 55 hours 1 5,30 e
Total - - 245,30 e
t-4
CV Engineer 40 hours 1 320,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 40 hours 1 3,85 e
Total - - 323,85 e
t-5
CV Engineer 10 hours 1 80,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 10 hours 1 0,96 e
Total - - 80,96 e
t-6
CV Engineer 15 hours 1 120,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 15 hours 1 1,45 e
Total - - 121,45 e
t-7
CV Engineer 25 hours 1 200,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 65 hours 1 6,26 e
Colab account 65 hours 4 0,00 e
Total - - 206,26 e
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t-8
CV Engineer 10 hours 1 80,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 40 hours 1 3,85 e
Colab account 40 hours 4 0,00 e
Total - - 83,85 e
t-9
CV Engineer 20 hours 1 160,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 70 hours 1 6,74 e
Colab account 70 hours 4 0,00 e
Total - - 166,74 e
t-10
CV Engineer 25 hours 1 200,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 60 hours 1 5,78 e
Colab account 60 hours 4 0,00 e
Total - - 205,78 e
t-11
CV Engineer 11 hours 1 88,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 11 hours 1 1,06 e
Total - - 89,06 e
t-12
CV Engineer 30 hours 1 240,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 30 hours 1 2,89 e
Total - - 242,89 e
t-13
CV Engineer 6 hours 1 48,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 6 hours 1 0,58 e
Total - - 48,58 e
t-14
CV Engineer 6 hours 1 48,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 6 hours 1 0,58 e
Total - - 48,58 e
t-15
CV Engineer 55 hours 1 440,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 55 hours 1 5,30 e
Total - - 445,30 e
t-16
CV Engineer 45 hours 1 360,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 45 hours 1 4,34 e
Total - - 364,34 e
t-17
CV Engineer 40 hours 1 320,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 40 hours 1 3,85 e
Dahua IPC-HFW5431EP-Z 40 hours 1 0,29 e
Calibration pattern - 1 5,50 e
Total - - 329,64 e
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t-18
CV Engineer 3 hours 1 24,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 3 hours 1 0,29 e
Total - - 24,29 e
t-19
CV Engineer 35 hours 1 280,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 35 hours 1 3,37 e
Total - - 283,37 e
t-20
CV Engineer 75 hours 1 600,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 75 hours 1 7,23 e
Total - - 607,23 e
t-21
CV Engineer 50 hours 1 400,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 50 hours 1 4,82 e
Total - - 404,82 e
t-22
CV Engineer 55 hours 1 440,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 200 hours 1 19,27 e
Total - - 459,27 e
t-23
CV Engineer 50 hours 1 400,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 50 hours 1 4,82 e
Total - - 404,82 e
t-24
CV Engineer 70 hours 1 560,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 70 hours 1 6,74 e
Total - - 566,74 e
t-25
CV Engineer 30 hours 1 240,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 30 hours 1 2,89 e
Colab account 30 hours 4 0,00 e
Total - - 242,89 e
t-26
CV Engineer 55 hours 1 440,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 55 hours 1 5,30 e
Total - - 445,30 e
t-27
CV Engineer 20 hours 1 160,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 20 hours 1 1,93 e
Total - - 161,93 e
CPA Total Total - - 7566,71 e
Table 17: Expanded tasks budget
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B Expanded alternative tasks budget
In this appendix, we break down and justify the project’s alternative tasks’
costs as we did with the main tasks in the appendix before. In addition to
the total cost -the real cost that completing that task would have- we also
include the budget cost using the estimated risk of the task.
Activity Resource Time Units Cost
alt-1
CV Engineer 30 hours 1 240,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 30 hours 1 2,89 e
Total - - 242,89 e
Budget total (risk=50%) - - 121,45 e
alt-2
CV Engineer 50 hours 1 400,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 50 hours 1 4,82 e
Colab account 50 hours 4 0,00 e
Total - - 404,82 e
Budget total (risk=10%) - - 40,48 e
alt-3
CV Engineer 25 hours 1 200,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 25 hours 1 2,41 e
Total - - 202,41 e
Budget total (risk=10%) - - 20,24 e
alt-4
CV Engineer 1 hours 1 8,00 e
Total - - 8,00 e
Budget total (risk=20%) - - 1,60 e
alt-5
CV Engineer 70 hours 1 560,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 150 hours 1 14,45 e
Total - - 574,45 e
Budget total (risk=40%) - - 229,78 e
alt-6
CV Engineer 150 hours 1 1200,00 e
2012 15” Macbook Pro 150 hours 1 14,45 e
Total - - 1214,45 e
Budget total (risk=30%) - - 364,34 e
Risks total Total - - 777,88 e
Table 18: Expanded alternative tasks budget
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C Detection tools comparison
In this appendix, we show the results of the experiments conducted to obtain
the detection accuracy of the different tools that have been assessed during
the course of this project. We do no further discuss the adequacy of any
option over another, as we already do in the corresponding sections through
this document.
All of the experiments used pre-trained models. All the models are facilitated
by the authors of the respective tool in their sites.
• OpenPose model: GitHub - OpenPose: Real-time multi-person key-
point detection library for body, face, hands, and foot estimation 2020
• DeepLab models: GitHub - TensorFlow DeepLab Model Zoo 2020
• TensorFlow Object Detection API models: GitHub - Tensorflow
detection model zoo 2020
• YOLOv3 model: YOLO: Real-Time Object Detection 2020
These tools vary in the data they return. OpenPose delivers the image
coordinates of 25 body points, while DeepLab creates a labeled map. Both
YOLO and TF Object Detection API return bounding boxes. We compared
all the results with the same selected background subtraction results (TAF
candidates), but this difference forced us to fix different criteria for each
data type. The criteria to determine whether OpenPose detected a player
is whether one of the poses majorly matches a single TAF candidate.
For DeepLab, we compute a pixel-to-pixel comparison to get the relative
under-detection and over-detection. The same metrics are extracted from
the bounding boxes, although different thresholds are used.
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Tool Model Regular A Regular B Scaled A Crop. B
OpenPose - 96,569 % 2,538 % 95,647 % 99,943 %




81,526 % 0,000 % 79,541 % 9,287 %
























73,813 % 0,000 % 60,216 % 0,043 %
YOLOv3 Coco 72,934 % 1,234 % 80,632 % 0,241 %
Table 19: Player detection accuracy.
Tool Model Regular A Regular B Scaled A Crop. B
OpenPose - 0,473x 0,474x 0,480x 0,209x




0,319x 0,325x 0,667x 0,682x

























0,378x 0,389x 0,411x 0,446x
YOLOv3 Coco 0,022x 0,022x 0,02x 0,024x
Table 20: Execution time ratio.
Figure 55: Comparison between the detection tools’ highest accuracy
estimations in each scenario.
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